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Public construction projects are frequently presented as

occurring in complex social, political and economic settings

described as being uncertain. In public administration, this

uncertainty is cited as a cause for shifting from the so

called "rational-comprehensive" model of policy and decision

making toward an "incremental" or "mixed-scanning" approach.

None of these models provides a panacea for dealing with the

influences of the diverse and dynamic social and political

attitudes, ethics and values that are inherent in urban
settings. Where such uncertainty becomes unmanageable

scientific experts are called upon to translate the problem

into technical or economic language that lends itself to

consideration by traditional management science analysis.

This thesis describes one such translation of an urban
transportation development project in the context of the

political and philosophical exigencies which required its

undertaking. A computer simulation approach to modelling the

operation of a two-story underground parking structure, named

the Capitol Mall Parking Structure, is described as well as

the model's results and sensitivity in coping with various

uncertainties posed by the project's decision makers.
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Managing Urban Development: A Simulation Approach For
Coping With Change At A Municipal Parking Structure

INTRODUCTION

Science and technology are sources of
systematically distorted communication
that prevent the attainment of consensus
on political issues.

Jurgen Habermas
Toward A Rational Society:
Student Protest, Science and
Politics, 1970.

ENVIRONMENT

Because complex environmental problems are often

relegated to scientific experts, the ethical questions that

are embedded in these problems are often hidden or distorted

in scientific and administrative methodology and

communication. Values that cannot simply be ignored are

usually translated into technical economic language and

settled via cost/benefits analysis. Standard risk assessment,

also, can be used to further distort these values. The narrow

scientific training of technical experts, often as not, leaves

them ill-equipped to deal with ethical or value issues in

public policy (Brown, 1987).

SOCIETY

There is little doubt that society, in the main,

recognizes that the health and integrity of ecosystems are

important ethical and cultural goals, even when they cannot be

backed in detail by utilitarian or other prudential arguments.
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This can be readily evidenced in the language of the National

Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) which calls not only

for the "management" but also for the "protection" of these

systems for "their intrinsic natural qualities" (Sagoff,

1985).

It is equally clear that American society presents urban

policy and decision makers with a wide variety of social,

racial, ethnic and economic population mixes. These

differences, alone, create uncertainties that cut across every

aspect of public policy and decision making. The fact that

these differences reflect a dynamic phenomena can compound

this uncertainty (Barnes, 1990).

THE URBAN NEXUS

RURAL - URBAN MIGRATION: Urban centers have long been

considered the 'melting pot' for technology and people. Beside

the scarcity issues raised by Malthusian predictions of rapped

population growth, urban planners and decision makers are

becoming ever more conscious of issues like 'acid rain', the

`green-house effect' and 'depletion of the ozone layer.' At

the same time they are beset by dramatic population shifts to

urban centers that defy standard descriptions like

`metropolis' and even the more grandiose ones like

Imegopolis.' (Asplund, 1984).

To illustrate, in 1950, the world's ten largest urban

agglomerations were all located in the industrial world with
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12.4 million as the reported high population. In 1986, the top

figure was reported in Mexico City at 26.3 million. Between

1985 and 2000, especially in the third world's emerging

industrial and commercial centers, population is expected to

climb from 1.16 billion to over 2.33 billion people (Cox,

1986).

INNER CITY MIGRATION: Simultaneous with this massive

migration from rural to urban centers, there has been a trend,

in America, toward further migration within these urban

centers to suburban communities. These inner city migrations

seem to be based primarily on economic, racial and ethnic

differences. This migration has been cited as the primary

cause of a phenomena described as "urban sprawl" and has

served to increase the distances that urban dwellers must

travel to engage in work (Warren, 1990).

With this intentioned growth, urban transportation policy

and decision makers are searching more and more for answers to

the tough questions like where and how to house city dwellers?

How to transport them from their homes to work and back again?

How to transport them to commercial centers and back home and

a myriad of other social and cultural problems (Barnes, 1990).

IMPORTANCE OF THE CAR: A center of debate in

transportation policy and decision making is the car. The

overwhelming reliance on private automobiles is generally

viewed as the result of millions of individual transit
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consumers freely choosing the mode of transportation that

offers them the most satisfaction and efficiency of movement.

Lack of ridership on other modes of mass transit, like

commuter trains, buses, streetcars, etc. is seen as the result

of fair and open competition in the transportation market

place (Whitt and Yago, 1985). Whether this perception is true

or not, the use of private cars as the primary means of

transportation is creating a very real and urgent urban

transportation policy and decision making crisis.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN: This crisis is demonstrated in

the emerging public debate over what has been called the

"environmental movement" and its corresponding agenda. This

movement's theme is exemplified by Aldo Leopold's land ethic

which espouses "...a thing is right when it tends to preserve

the integrity, stability, and beauty of the biotic community.

It is wrong when it tends otherwise" (Leopold, 1949).

A ramification of this ethic is the espousal of a new

environmental agenda called "deep ecology". The focal point of

this agenda has been one of political action to democratize

those policies and decisions of urban planners that directly

impact the quality of life of the planet such as noise

pollution, air pollution, and the de-humanization of the city

through its infrastructure and architectural design

(Chaloupka,1989).
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POLITICAL CONTEXT

GENERAL: The works of several authors suggest that

political-economic industrial interest groups, socially

dynamic relations between diverse ethnic groups and struggles

over the possession and use of land are the major factors

influencing personal choice of the automobile as the preferred

mode of transportation in American urban settings (Whitt and

Yago, 1985). At present the dominant political-economic

interest group is the confederation of U.S. auto

manufacturers, U.S. steel manufacturers, U.S. rubber

manufacturers and U.S. oil and petroleum manufacturers, that

joined with the major U.S. banks in the early 1920's (Crooks,

1968).

NO NATIONAL POLICY: Authors continue by suggesting that,

since 1978, any National Urban or Urban Transportation Policy

has all but died. They generally cite the demise of the Carter

Urban Policy under the Reagan and Bush administrations, and

the huge Housing and Urban Development scandals as evidence

for their beliefs (Yago, 1983),(Wolman, 1986),(Barnes, 1990).

They agree that urban transportation development, uniquely in

the United States, has always been under the strong influence

or outright control of large and powerful profit-seeking

corporations and that this trend is likely to continue into

the foreseeable future (Yago and Whitt, 1985).
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PRIVATE INTERESTS: Without extensive elaboration, the

merger of the fledgling automobile industry with petroleum,

rubber and steel interests and their financing by the

country's largest commercial banks formed a political-economic

interest group that dominated the political and bureaucratic

processes of the country. These interests promoted their

profit motives through the systematic coaptation of the public

transportation policy agenda. The result was the promotion of

roads (the national highway system) and restricted use of

public lands (the closing of lands to railroad right-of-ways).

This interest group ,today, is dominating public

transportation policy and decision making in the United States

(Edwards,1966),(Chandler,1968),(Bunting, 1972).

POLICY COAPTATION: The significance of this is that

through an evolution, regulation has been established at all

levels (national to state to local) that removes the political

struggle over transportation from the public sphere to the

forum of appointed, business oriented, public utility and

public service commissions at the state level. This has

insulated transportation decisions from public pressure by the

defacto disenfranchisement of the urban population. State

level planning by appointed state level organizations is

substantially different from direct public participation in

the decisions of local councils and referenda.
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PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION: These concerns take place amid

changes in the prevailing methods, reported in public

administrative literature, for making urban policy and

development decisions. Management sciences have played a part

in defining the various competing models of public

administrative policy and decision making. Authors generally

agree that, like the government itself, these models can be

divided into executive, legislative and legal approaches. For

the purposes of this thesis attention will focus on the

various executive models since these most closely involve the

action of agencies like the one my internship was based on.

RATIONAL-COMPREHENSIVE MODEL: Traditional thought in the

decision sciences focuses on rational approaches to policy and

decision making. The "rational-comprehensive" model of

executive policy and decision making is described as the

process of determining operational and measurable objectives,

scrutinizing all possible means to accomplish these

objectives, determining how to assess these means and choosing

the best means to efficiently and effectively accomplish the

task at hand (Rosenbloom,1989), (Stillman, 1976).

By various accounts the dynamics of this process are

functionally related to several key factors that include:

specialization which is required to reduce the various means

considered; hierarchy which is required to reduce the set of

values by which to assess the means; and merit which insures

the decision maker is both informed and competent to make a
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rational choice, unincumbered by personal considerations

(Stillman, 1976).

Each of these factors can be more fully developed in

light of the volumes of literature on public administration.

A recapitulation of that literature is inappropriate, however,

some salient points should be made. The first of these is that

specialization actually functions at various levels and

encompasses not only the obvious aspects of compartmentaliza-

tion of bureaucratic structure but also the more subtle

aspects of limiting the premises of agency assessments (by

constraining expert jargon and the scope of inquiry). Another

point is that specialization and hierarchy actually function

in tandem to limit jurisdictional and managerial authority,

respectively, thus limiting the value set imposed on the lower

level staff (Rosenbloom, 1989).

It is once these limiting factors are considered that the

"formal" rationality in the decision making process, as

described in Max Weber's, Essays on Sociology, takes place. In

this context, discourse becomes a rational expression of

deliberative and calculative virtue of action through an

internally constrained dialogue, with the outer appearances of

efficiency and economy. Additionally, Weber's "substantive"

rationality becomes operational through the merit of the

decision maker to make choices that satisfy the requirements

of common sense and intuition (thus appearing to be

reasonable) (Bartlett, 1986).
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Rational-comprehensive objectives are extremely difficult

to identify where complex social and political action is

concerned. Often competing ends are so complex that functional

goals cannot be ascertained with any certainty and even if

identified, are totally volatile in the context of a

pluralized society. In fact, many authors argue that the

"rational-comprehensive" model does not fit contemporary

democratic policy and decision making, at all. These critics

offer a second approach called the "incremental" model

(Stillman, 1976).

INCREMENTAL MODEL: This model, generally, recognizes the

ambiguity of goals and values in the context of selecting

"rational-comprehensive" objectives. It hypothesizes that such

vagueness is endemic to pluralism both in politics and social

community and the price, moreover, for the consensus building

that is required for its successful implementation. It strikes

a compromise between the means/ends rhetoric of the rational-

comprehensive approach. This is to say, where ends are not

clear, discussion and action in the "incremental" model may

well be a function of focusing on those means available to an

agency to accomplish a task, irrespective of any particular

outcome (Rosenbloom, 1989).

The implications of this approach are that, often, doing

less, for more cost, is an acceptable outcome. Where the

public interest is concerned, the relaxation of an end/means

discourse results in a broad satisficing of competing
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interests by policy and action that is more or less acceptable

to the public at large. Analysis may become limited to a focus

on opposition causes and/or decisions that are satisfactory or

sufficient, versus decisions that demonstrate efficiency and

economy. This kind of decision making is obviously more

conservative, as the focus is on "not rocking the boat" and

sticking to policy and action that has been successfully

implemented in the past. Success is measured by plurality of

support which must be accomplished through compromise and the

maintenance of cooperation (Rosenbloom, 1989).

This model, too, has its limitations such as it bent for

conservative action, its difficulty to reach and maintain a

plural consensus, and its necessity to make small steps which

are unpredictable in outcomes and which require constant back-

tracking to adjust to a dynamic sequence of decisions.

Probably the greatest shortcoming is that it is ineffectual at

setting and staying the course in long-range, large-scale

ventures. As such it does not help accomplish leadership and

visionary purpose of direction such as might be expected to

occur in strategic planning and decision making (Rosenbloom,

1989),(Stillman, 1976).

MIXED-SCANNING MODEL: These shortcomings lead authors to

suggest a third model called the "mixed-scanning" approach and

which essentially combines the strengths of the previous two

models into a synthesized approach to policy and decision

making. As this last approach is relatively new, the
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usefulness of describing its operation in a discussion of

political context, for this thesis, would not be appropriate,

therefore, it will be omitted.

PHILOSOPHICAL CONTEXT

GENERAL: It has been reported that "every bureaucracy

seeks to increase the superiority of its professionally

informed by keeping their knowledge and intentions secret.

Bureaucratic administration always tends to be an

administration of secret sessions. In so far as it can, it

seeks to hide its knowledge and actions from criticism"

(Fairfax, 1978). Despite this administration of secrecy, it

should not be assumed that there are no grounds for knowledge

beyond science nor any notion of right action in government

policy and decision making. Ethics, in government, is not a

make believe dimension of the political and administrative

process.

To digress, slightly, the ethics to which I refer should

not be confused, sociologically or psychologically, with why

some one or some group says some thing or some act is good, or

right. Rather, ethics, in the context to which I refer, is

concerned more with the determination of prescriptive

statements that attempt to transcend cultural and individual

positions about people, things, and acts.

One example that comes to mind in the urban development

context is the so called "urban greenery" movement. Another is
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the "urban open space" movement. These prescriptive policies

derive their existence from ethical concerns to preserve a

sense of aesthetic awareness about our relationships with each

other and Nature. They are derived from a biocentric ethic,

where in, all things living, sentient, and non-living are

intertwined in complex relations which require one to widen

his/her view of self to include these other things (Haines,

1986). It is the engineer and architect's application of these

policies that make the city evolve into what has been

described as "...the crowning achievement, the piece de

resistance, of human culture" (Eckbo, 1987). It is the

public's perception of the value of such policies that makes

even small projects, like the building of a parking lot in a

downtown area, a matter of importance and concern.

Philosophically, value conceptions are underpinned by at

least four major schools of thought. These include: a natural,

evolutionary philosophy, which sees technological progress as

intrinsically good; a self-realization philosophy that views

individual interest as tantamount to all other modes of action

(rational self); a utilitarian (economic utilitarian)

philosophy that takes the greatest good position; and finally,

an aesthetic philosophy which seeks justification of action

based on purely artistic and emotional sensibilities. These

four schools are not the only philosophical basis for value

determinations, however, they do represent the more

influential positions held by Americans today.
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It should be noted that these various schools of thought

are quite heavily influenced by what Thomas Kuhn has called

the "dominant scientific paradigm". In our present case this

is "quantum physics", "quantum mechanics" and so called "new

biology or new ecology" as implied in the "deep ecology"

movement. It should further be noted that previous to these

advances the science of atomistic materialism was the dominant

paradigm. Kuhn's point in relation to any scientific reality

is that it relies, completely, on faith in the existing

paradigm. Through that paradigm, science asserts a largely

positivistic view of the world, which can, to a large degree,

be empirically verified based on facts derived from the

prevailing theory (paradigm). Things in the natural world that

do not conform to a straight-forward interpretation and

verification process based on the dominant paradigm are often

explained away as being under observation or as being

momentarily a mystery (Kuhn, 1957).

NATURAL PERSPECTIVE: As pertains to the philosophical

idea of natural evolution, to a greater or lesser extent, one

is drawn into the basic Darwinian notion that, some how a

great chain of life is evolving over time toward some

biological end. In the sense of urban development this can

frequently be seen in the attitudes of managers who espouse

that progress means new projects that incorporate the latest,

hopefully affordable, technology. The implication is that the
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process of technological improvement is both desirable and

inevitable (Sagoff, 1986).

In the case of the Capitol Mall Parking Structure, this

could be demonstrated in the decision to use the relatively

modern engineering concepts involved in building underground

parking structures. Recent parking professional literature

suggests that underground structures may be the latest trend

(Lew and Gutman, 1989). It might further be demonstrated

through the notion which Eckbo describes as "...the concepts

of the importance of urban architectural design, as a

symbolizing the power, culture and trace of ruling

establishments that has been influential in the West since

ancient Egypt" (Eckbo,l987). Yet another aspect of this

philosophy is the fact that action, in projects like the

Capitol Mall Parking Lot, represents milestones to which

planners and decision makers can point to as tangible

progress, both in terms of their social dimension (i.e.

creating a solution for chronic parking shortages) and their

economic dimensions (the boon to economic activity) (Flink,

1975). In any of these interpretations, one can derive facts

that support the claim that undertaking projects, like the

parking structure, might be inevitable when viewed through

future progress toward a more effective, efficient, and

aesthetically pleasing state government organization.

SELF-RATIONAL PERSPECTIVE: From the philosophic

perspective of individual self-realization, one is dealing
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with the dualistic determination of value by men who are apart

from the world. Depending on who you talk to, this might take

the form of Hume's relative ethics, or Kant's categorical

imperative supplemented by a utilitarian formulation of value.

What this amounts to is an argument over our ability to

value decisions like building the parking structure, from the

context of the situation, our perception of that context, or

our knowledge as derived from our theoretical hypothesis of

what functional reality is. For those somewhat more

intellectually complex, this might also digress to a

discussion based on phenomenology or the extreme positions of

Nietzsche, Heidegger, Derrida and others who claim that there

is no truthful claim to any system of value (Stone,1988). In

any of these perspectives, reason or rationality is what

defines value, in the context of man and an external world.

This is fertile ground for Machiavelli's "Prince" or Plato's

"Philosopher King". It is quintessential man as a rational

actor in the world.

UTILITARIAN PERSPECTIVE: In the sense of utilitarian

philosophy, one is dealing with Bentham's proposition of the

greatest good for the greatest number (Bentham, "The conquest

of Pleasure" in Monson, 1963). This is the philosophy most

familiar to scientists and the management and decision

sciences. The focus is on value as an objective or subjective

entity which is measurable (tangible) and which can be shown
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to provide some greater utility, than the set of all other

possible objective or subjective entities for any given

decision domain. The desire of managers to justify their

actions with utilitarian value assessments, coincidentally,

bears a likeness to practicing the Aristotelian concept of

calculative or deliberate intellectual virtue (Aristotle, "De

Partibus Animalium and Politicus" in Guthrie, Volume 1, 1962).

The economic utilitarian philosophy, with respect to the

decision to build the Capitol Mall Parking Structure, could be

seen in the Oregon Legislature's commissioning of an

engineering study in 1987, by DKS Associates, which addressed

the value of various competing designs based on their impact

on the "service level" and "capacity" of existing city streets

in the proposed project area. Throughout my entire internship

with the State of Oregon, Traffic Management Section, my job

was to analyze the results of surveys and report in

utilitarian ways the preferences of customers on issues like

monthly parking rates, security requirements, handicapped

conveniences, the optimal number of metered parking spaces and

the likes. These valuations largely corresponded with

managements desire to support their actions, formally, with

expert determined values.

Brown has pointed out that there are several common

pitfalls with a strictly utilitarian approach to values which

include: which options get included in any calculations; what

dimensions will these options be valued along; what
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constitutes a good result and what constitutes a bad one; and

how long of a period does the valuation assessment cover

(Brown, 1987). Others point out the fact, too, that

economically speaking, utilitarian schemes always assume that

a value can be determined (e.g. How would you value pollution

free air?) (Sagoff,l986). Still others point out that there is

no empirical evidence to suggest that increased benefits,

especially wealth beyond basic necessity, are necessarily

positively correlated

(Sagoff,1985),(Greer,1989).

with happiness

AESTHETIC PERSPECTIVE: Virtue or excellence of character

is, of course, well developed by Plato in Phaedo through his

development of the doctrine of forms. Aesthetic value is

determined in much the same tradition. In the context of the

urban space and greenery issues, related to parking

structures, aesthetics taps into the idea that natural

surroundings encourage and are quite appropriate to a sense of

being part of the natural world (or the universe or the

cosmos). The philosophical question, here is one of the virtue

(morally) of sensing this oneness with Nature. This issue is

not so much that a person possesses aesthetic form as much as

it is a focus on the counter implication, that void of

aesthetic sensibilities, can one have the presence of mind and

spirit to appreciate the best in human beings (Paehlke, 1988).

The magnitude of this perspective takes on special

significance in urban settings. It is reflected in how we
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proportion our side walks, how we organize space to bring

about human interactions, how we network our centers of trade,

commerce, and recreation and how we provide color, image and

light by our landscape and architectural building designs.

For instance, the City of Salem Planning Section dictated

a building's profile, so that, if one were to walk from the

State Capitol Building, at the center, to local residential

areas, at the outer perimeter; the buildings from the center

(which are all five stories high) would descend in steps out

toward the residential areas, giving the illusion of added

depth and space between business and residential dwellings.

The office structures next to the residential areas, for

instance, were all restricted to be under 35 feet high.

This cascading effect, from a dense center, is what

aesthetic urban development is about. High value property is

densely packed and populated, with floor space maximized to

yield the highest efficiency and utilitarian value, while at

the same time giving an artistic perspective as one progresses

from urban centers to residential areas (Eckbo,1987). Greenery

was used in the Capitol Mall area to help break up the cluster

of state government buildings while adding a "natural" feel to

the landscape.



THE CAPITOL MALL PARKING STRUCTURE

Our inventions are want to be pretty toys
which distract our attention from serious
things. They are but improved means to an
unimproved end.

Henry David Thoreau
Walden Pond

BACKGROUND
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GENERAL: The Capitol Mall Parking Structure was a

project which arose out of the perception that a critical

parking shortage existed for public, legislative, and other

State employees in the vicinity of the State Capitol Building.

In fact, prior to 1987, the State Traffic Management Section

had identified a shortfall of 3,000 parking spaces for

employees, alone, from various waiting lists. Some of the

people on these lists had been on them for over 10 years. This

demand was being serviced by state leased or owned surface

parking lots.

SPECIAL DEMAND: Additional cyclical demand of 200 spaces

was being experienced each legislative session (cycle). This

number was increasing based on the growth of state government

(some 50% per year over the previous two years). Seasonal

demand of 150 additional spaces was also being experienced to

service state income tax returns by the Department of Revenue,

every March through May . These special space requirements

were being provided for by leaving float spaces, unassigned,
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in the various state leased or owned surface parking lots. As

this float was not being optimally managed, state revenues

generated from parking fees had been decreasing despite rising

prices for assigned state employee parkers.

DECISION HISTORY: The Oregon Legislature was asked to

approve the creation of a parking structure to fill the demand

for parking as early as 1985. The original proposal was for an

above ground parking lot to accommodate 2,800 cars. This was

eventually paired down to a proposal for an underground

parking structure for some 1,500 cars, at a cost of

approximately 17.8 million dollars. Actual public hearings

were conducted in late 1985 and carried over to the 1987

legislative session. In 1987 with several potential designs in

hand, the legislature ordered an engineering study to assess

the impact of these designs on the surrounding traffic flows,

environment, and other concerns.

INITIAL ORIENTATION: Figures 1 and 2 below show the

general location of the proposed underground structure that

would become known as the Capitol Mall Parking Structure.

These figures also show the expected traffic flows east and

west on Chemeketa Street, respectively, as a percent of the

total known traffic flow at the time of the engineering study

(June, 1987). Chemeketa Street ran through the middle of the

first floor of the proposed lot. The second floor of the lot

ran underneath the street. A ramp at either end of the second
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Figure 1: AREA AND EAST FLOW

floor allowed access to the upper level and street entrances

and exits.

In the engineering study, "level of service" (the

relation of numerical traffic volume to intersection traffic

performance) and "capacity" (the intersection or roadway

traffic flow rate at peak hour traffic) were used to evaluate

the four alternative designs. The study concluded that a

design that placed the entrances and exits for the structure

on Chemeketa Street and that closed Chemeketa Street to only

traffic bound to or from the structure was the best design to
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pursue. DKS Associates made this recommendation to the Oregon

Legislature in September of 1987.

POLITICAL

EARLY DEBATE: Early debate on the structure focused on

the issue of the convenience to the legislature of having

close-in parking during legislative sessions. This was pitched

both on the level of personal convenience and convenience

offered to the various public lobby groups that had to

frequent the capitol building during legislative sessions.

This turned into a divisive debate between the city and state

traffic planners and managers and the legislature over long

term plans to reduce traffic to the downtown area by programs

like Salem Park and Ride, Salem City Bus, and a proposed rail

mass-transit system.

Beside this issue, the city also balked at the plan for

economic reasons. They had only recently approved the building

of a four story, above ground parking structure, called the

Marion Parkade. Approval of a state owned and operated

structure in the downtown area was seen as competition for

parking revenues. Environmental groups also opposed the

structure on the grounds of the damage it would do to the

existing Mall commons and the potential for future health

problems due to increased carbon monoxide levels.
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Figure 2: AREA AND WEST FLOW

GOVERNOR'S ROLE: From the very beginning, the proposed

structure was strongly supported by Governor Goldschmidt's

office. The governor's staff pursued the approval of the

project with diligence, helping push it through a

Democratically controlled House and Senate. This support would

become a major issue as the project progressed for three

reasons: 1) the staff's support effectively stifled state

traffic planning input; 2) it's support also stifled city

objections; and 3) it's involvement was seen as the cause for

an out-of-town engineering group (allegedly cozy with the
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governor when he was in Portland) being used to ram the

contractor's design through over the cities objections.

CITY OBJECTIONS: After the legislature made it clear

that it intended to fund the proposal based on the DKS

Associates recommendations, the city was relegated, tacitly,

to accepting a new structure. The city was adamant, however,

that no design could be accepted that allowed traffic to spill

out into Center Street (the major east bound traffic artery),

immediately north of the proposed site, or Court Street (the

major west bound traffic artery), immediately south of the

proposed site and in front of the Capitol building (see

figure 3 on the next page below). The city also complained

that the DKS study was made to conform to the desires of the

construction company and GSA officials who were managing the

proposed project. They argued that the study results did not

support a recommendation that Chemeketa Street needed to be

closed.

PHILOSOPHICAL

GENERAL: To the extent that the evaluation of the

project, by DKS Associates, would have resolved conflicts with

state and city level traffic planning concerns like competing

mass transit and Salem Park & Ride, the urban "greenery", air

pollution and "open space" issues raised by environmental

groups and the objections of the city's traffic managers over

the interpretation of the DKS results, one could claim that an
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attempt had been made to prescribe a solution which

transcended social, cultural, and other exigencies. Where this

was not the case the potential for political and other

uncertainties were heightened.

As an example, the Oregon Department of Transportation

(ODOT), Traffic and Mass Transit Sections, were adamant in

their survey responses that the State should be ashamed of

wasting tax dollars on a structure which, in the long and

short term, flew in the face of established and legislatively

approved planning initiatives. A similar sentiment (concerning

the wasting of tax dollars) was also voiced in the survey

responses of the employees of 12 of 14 affected state

agencies. The fact that these groups were essentially

disenfranchised by the process can be interpreted, in light of

Naess's Ecosophy ("deep ecology") as counter productive to the

local autonomy and democratization required for non-obtrusive

ecological evolution (Naess, 1973).

SELF-RATIONAL ISSUES: Much could also be said of the

philosophical implications of the deals that were made, behind

the scenes, to accomplish the give and take that hammered out

the path for legislative approval. Where these actions allowed

the winking at and overlooking of long term planning goals to

reduce inner city /mall car traffic, or the coaptation of

dissenting interests by getting non-local expertise to out-
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flank the city's objections, there were real ethical concerns.

Such actions will cause the perception of an absence of "fair

play".

UTILITY ISSUES: The choice between the unthreatened

convenience of entry and exit from the facility (by the

arbitrary closing of Chemeketa Street) or using adequate

"capacity" as the criteria to assess whether or not to open or

close Chemeketa Street was a real problem. The city's
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objection was not that diverting traffic to other streets

wasn't possible. It was that the study showed Chemeketa Street

to have adequate capacity to handle both regular and structure

traffic flows. The city could not understand 'why it should

'fix something that was not broken'. DKS never addressed that

issue. Their recommendations, in fact, side-stepped it giving

the city the perception that they were simply trying to hand

it a 'fait de accomplice'. GSA's managers for the project

never understood the technical aspects of the "capacity" and

"level of service" performance measures that the traffic

engineers were arguing about.

AESTHETIC ISSUES: The Capitol Mall area, prior to this

project, was quite well known to visitors and city dwellers

alike. It had large elm, fir and oak trees interspersed on a

low and flat open track of land. Two large walkways criss-

crossed this common, allowing as many as four adults to be

side by side on the walkway. When it is finished, the new Mall

will have slightly more narrow walkways, but more of them. It

will replace the trees with perennial decorative green

shrubbery. Due to an inability to provide deep wells for tree

roots, some landscaped hills (mounds) will be added to provide

sufficient soil depth for some smaller dwarfed trees to be

planted and grown.

Ultimately, 'beauty is in the eye of those who behold

it'. Without aesthetic sensibilities, however, other

bureaucratic valuations seem somewhat wanting. In an urban
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setting, without concern for greenery and space, the city can

truly become an 'asphalt jungle'. The real question for the

Capitol Mall managers, was whether or not, for all their

actions, they created or detracted from the original aesthetic

attraction of the Capitol building framed behind the existing

open commons.



THE UNCERTAINTY OF CHANGES

Nothing is more difficult to take in
hand, nor perilous to conduct, nor more
dangerous to handle, than to initiate
change.

Niccolo Machiavelli
The Prince

BACKGROUND
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GENERAL: After the legislature approved the project, its

management was turned over to the Facilities Division of the

General Services Agency (GSA), State of Oregon. Under this

agency's management, several concerns began to emerge. These

concerns were caused by unanticipated changes in several of

the political and philosophical issues previously identified.

ASSUMPTIONS: One major concern was that the study that

was conducted by DKS Associates had some fundamental flaws in

it, relative to its assumptions about the creation of new

traffic in the area of the proposed site. The study had made

the assumption that the opening of the parking lot would not

attract any significant new traffic to the mall area. It

asserted that the lot would be filled by parkers who already

were parking the area, 'in other city or state owned lots. In

fact three new agencies were expected to move to the mall area

before 1993. These new agencies had 900+ employees among them.

The employees from these agencies were parking in areas-other

than the downtown Salem area. This caused questions by GSA

managers about the impact of this new traffic on the traffic
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flows in and around the proposed site and existing state

parking lots. It also raised similar questions with regard to

the effects of increased pedestrian traffic in the area.

POLITICAL

Another serious problem occurred when Governor

Goldschmidt announced his decision not to run for re-election.

This was a serious blow to GSA, who had previously relied on

the governor's staff to 'run interference' and overcome city

objections to various project initiatives. When the governor

became a "lame-duck", so to speak, the city reasserted its

position that Chemeketa Street should remain open to regular

traffic. They did this in May 1990, after construction was

well underway.

This made GSA managers very uncomfortable because it

compounded their uncertainties about the effects of added new

traffic based on agency relocations. It also focused concern

on entrances and exits from the structure during conditions of

peak traffic flow. Their lack of understanding of the

road/intersection "level of service" and "capacity"

performance measures, used by DKS Associates and the city and

state traffic planners and technicians, set them up for

greater uncertainty. This uncertainty became unbearable when

the project's private construction engineer was unable to

reassure them that these changes would not seriously affect

the operation of the structure.
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PHILOSOPHICAL

The State's failure to deal effectively with the concerns

of local officials ended up causing considerable heartache for

the project managers involved at the operational level of the

proposed new structure. My internship and thesis resulted from

the aftermath of this situation (i.e. the uncertainties

generated by the city's decision, essentially after the fact,

not to close Chemeketa Street). At a much deeper level, the

city's decision came about because of unresolved philosophical

and ethical conflicts with the State's valuation of various

courses of action, in a manner that failed to adequately

secure a determined political consensus.



PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

We have the power to do any damn fool
thing we want to, and we seem to do it
about every ten minutes.

Senator William Fulbright
Time, February 4, 1952

BACKGROUND
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GENERAL: As the thesis project began the GSA Facilities

Division Manager had three sections working on various aspects

concerning the building, operation and management of the

proposed parking structure. Meetings were held, weekly, to

discuss progress and concerns with the local contractor's

project engineer.

At a meeting in late June 1990, discussion among the

groups centered on how long it would take for parkers to leave

the structure at rush hour. The project engineer estimated

that it would take five minutes, on average, for individual

cars to exit the structure during the peak PM traffic hour.

This made managers extremely uncomfortable. After the engineer

had left, the various groups sought some way to reassure

themselves that the current design (already under

construction) would not create a traffic nightmare, with

Chemeketa Street closed to other traffic. When the city

announced, that same day, that they intended to leave

Chemeketa Street open to traffic, this discussion became

urgent. The recommendation was made that simulation might
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offer a way to calm the uncertainties caused by this position

change and the project was begun.

PROBLEM AREA DEFINED: The area of concern for these

groups was the network of streets and intersections in and

around the proposed site and existing state leased or owned

parking lots (see figure 4). This area was bounded to the

North by Union Street, to the South by State Street, to the

East by 12th Street and to the West by High Street. As the

project developed, managers reduced this grid of concern to

Marion Street to the North, Chemeketa Street to the South,

Capitol Street to the East and Winter Street to the West of

the proposed site.

INTERSECTIONS: Within this grid, the intersections at

Marion and Winter, Marion and North Summer, Marion and

Capitol, Center and Winter, Center and North Summer, Center

and Capitol, Chemeketa and Winter and Chemeketa and Capitol

Streets were those required to be modeled. The intersections

at Chemeketa/Center and East and West Summer Streets were

omitted because East and West Summer Streets were planned to

be closed to all but emergency vehicle traffic. Court Street

was eliminated from concern when the decision was made to run

tunnels from the capitol building to the proposed lot for

pedestrian traffic and to eliminate all street parking along

Court Street except those spaces directly in front of the

Capitol building steps.
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Figure 4: AREA OF CONCERN

LANES/SIGNS: Of these intersections, those on North

Summer, Marion and Center Streets allowed the flow of four

lanes of traffic. Marion Street allowed this flow, one-way,

from East to West. Center Street allowed it, one-way, from

West to East. North Summer Street allowed four lanes to flow,

one-way, South to Center Street. All of these intersections

were interrupted with traffic lights which controlled movement

through various cycle times for activating red, yellow and

green lights.

The first cross street was Winter Street, which allowed

one lane North and South flow between Center Street and
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Chemeketa Street, and two lane North traffic flow between

Center Street and Marion Street. Traffic lights controlled

movement across Center and Marion Streets. Traffic signs (4-

way stop signs) controlled movement across Chemeketa Street at

Winter Street.

The second cross street was Capitol Street, which allowed

four lane traffic flow North between Center Street and Marion

Street, controlled by traffic lights. Capitol Street between

Center and Chemeketa Street allowed one lane North and South

traffic flow and was controlled at the intersection of Capitol

and Chemeketa Street with 4-way stop signs.

Because the intersections on Chemeketa Street were closed

to East West traffic during construction, it was necessary

to use an intersection in the vicinity with similar traffic

volume, to study "time headway", to model traffic flow on

Chemeketa Street. The intersection used for this purpose was

at Union and Cottage Street. The results of this study were

transferred to the Chemeketa Street intersections at Winter

and Capitol Streets. Though each intersection should be

studied individually, at the time of the project, this

approximation represented the best that could be done under

the circumstances.

PROBLEM MEASURES: As management was uncomfortable with

the measures of "level of service" and "capacity", they

decided that they wanted to use the more familiar measures of

average waiting time for cars at various intersections and the
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average number of cars waiting at those same locations. At the

most general level, they were interested in these measures

around their leased and owned lots in the vicinity of the

proposed site and some key intersections. These measures will

be called the global management concerns for the project.

Managers were particularly worried about these same

measures, directly on Chemeketa Street. They also became

concerned about the pseudo-intersections directly in front and

inside of the proposed structure entrances and exits. These

measures will be called macro management concerns. After the

modeling project began, the city agreed to put stop signs on

Chemeketa Street, directly before the structure exits to

facilitate traffic flow, despite maintaining that these signs

were not necessary. These newly signed queues became

intersections of concern for the analysis of the macro level

performance measures.

Managers, finally, were concerned about the potential

for bottlenecks occurring inside the structure, at the top of

the ramps, on the first floor. This extended to a question

about the assignment of spaces inside the structure and the

effects these assignments might have on the global and macro

performance measures. These were called micro management

concerns. After the initial results of the global and macro

level of investigation were reported on, management decided

not to pursue the micro concerns beyond a potential for bottle

-necks assessment. Accordingly, a bottleneck potential measure
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was developed and was included in the macro analysis of the

models output.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Management thus decided that they wanted a computer

simulation model that would predict these global and macro

measures. They desired that this model be based as closely as

possible on the assumptions used by DKS Associates to do its

analysis.



ANALYTICAL APPROACH

As computers have become more accessible
and powerful, more problems have been
exposed to analysis and the results have
been better.

J. Naisbitt
Megatrends

BACKGROUND
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GENERAL: Traffic flow characteristics include the

analysis of several factors which include: time headway, flow,

time-space projectory, speed, distance headway and density.

Analytical techniques for these factors include: supply-demand

modeling, capacity and level of service, traffic stream

modeling, shock wave analysis, queuing and simulation

modeling.

Traffic planners, generally, are concerned with traffic

flow in relation to the environmental impacts it has on

various proposed projects and normally use supply-demand

analysis. Traffic designers generally concern themselves with

the interactions of all the traffic flow characteristics and

use capacity and level of service analysis. Traffic operations

generally studies traffic flow to predict its effects on

physical facilities and relies on stream, queuing, and

simulation modeling (May, 1990).

ANALYTICAL DOMAIN: All traffic systems can be viewed as

representing problems associated with particles (cars, etc.)
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that move along links that interact with each other and

physical facilities. These particles need either analysis or

control. Simulation modeling has been effectively used to

develop physical designs, like airports and parking

structures, in this context (May, 1990).

Analysis of traffic flow is a problem of predicting the

performance of a system as a function of some set of

prespecified inputs. This could vary from evaluating the

results of simple equations to complex simulation modeling.

Inputs for these models

Traffic
demand

Transport
supply

Traffic
control

Characteristics
and anaiysis

Traffic
performance

Figure 5: ANALYSIS DOMAIN

include traffic demand, transport supply, and traffic control.

Performance measures may include any user desired value that

can be determined from the flow characteristics, queuing

theory, or environmental or other regulations. In this regard,

the analytic domain can be depicted as shown in figure 5 above

(May, 1990).
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ANALYTICAL SCOPE: In general, traffic stream models are
used in situations where demand is less than a system's

capacity. Where this is not the case more complex models

(queuing, simulation, etc.) are used. In either case the scope
of investigation is classified as either microscopic or

macroscopic.

Microscopic analysis is associated with moderate-sized
systems where the number of particles (cars) passing through

the system is small. Each car's behavior, thus, is viewed as

the independent movement of an individual entity. Macroscopic

investigations are used for higher density situations where

group behavior is sufficient to analyze and control the flow
(i.e. cars on a freeway) (May, 1990).

ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK: Within this analytical domain and
scope, traffic engineering has evolved and operates as a
viable civil engineering discipline. Work by traffic engineers

has resulted in the analytical framework for traffic analysis

shown in table 1 on the next page below (May, 1990):

SIMULATION APPROACH

Simulation modeling, in traffic engineering literature,

is generally not recommended as a solution approach due to the

complexity, time and costs involved in making a detailed
model. Recent advances in desk-top simulation software,
however, have greatly reduced the cost to use simulation
models. Where managers also have knowledge of traffic flow
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ANALYTICAL
TECHNIQUES

MICROSCOPIC
(Individual
Units)

MACROSCOPIC
(Groups)

Supply
Analysis

Minimum Time
Headways

Capacity
Analysis

Flow
Relations

Time-Space
Diagrams

Flow-Speed
Density

Shock Wave
Analysis

Time-Space
Diagrams

Shock Waves

Queuing
Analysis

Discrete
Analysis

Continuous
Analysis

Simulation
Modeling

Discrete
Models

Continuous
Models

characteristics, model formulations are not as time consuming

as has been reported in the literature. For these reasons, the

managers at GSA decided to approve the undertaking of a small

scale simulation model to address their uncertainties. In this

undertaking they chose to change the performance measures away

from "capacity" and "level of service" to the average

measures of waiting time and total number of cars waiting in

queue, in a narrowly defined grid of concern.

Figure 6, on the next page below, shows a flow chart of

the general simulation approach for solving various problems

(May, 1990). Of particular note should be the fact that model

results must be validated.
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I111 Problem identification

(2)

Simulation-solution

Yes

0

Formulation of problem

I
(4) Collection and processing of data

H(5) Formulation of mathematical modal

(6) Estimation of parameters

Reject
(7)

Evaluation of
modal?

Reject

Li Accept

(81 Formulation of computer coda H----

(91 Validation

1
(10) Design of experiment

(11) Analysis of simulation data

Figure 6: SIMULATION FLOW CHART

In the case of the Capitol Mall Parking Structure, field

validation of the model's results will not be possible until

the structure is fully operational, some time in late May or

June of 1991. As a result, various model parameters were

developed and validated based on observing the error between

DKS reported experience and model estimated results in the

grid of concern.

Other key points in this framework include data

collection and parameter development. Data collection can be

a tedious process if approached in an unsystematic way. The
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development of appropriate parameter sets insures that traffic

flow or other characteristics being modelled and their effects

will be captured by the model. Inattention to these factors

will yield performance results that often can not be

validated.



LITERATURE REVIEW

If a man takes no thought about what is
distant, he will find sorrow near at hand.

Confucius

BACKGROUND
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GENERAL: Literature reports that the fundamental

characteristics of traffic flow are flow, speed and traffic

density (May, 1990). It also reports that these

characteristics are studied through the framework shown in

table 2 below (May, 1990):

Table 2: TRAFFIC FLOW FRAMEWORK

TRAFFIC
FACTORS

MICROSCOPIC
(Individual)

MACROSCOPIC
(Group)

Flow Time
Headways

Flow Rates

Speed Individual
Speeds

Average Speeds

Density Distance
Headways

Density Rates

Due to the moderate-size (in number of cars) of the

traffic flow in the grid of concern, the project model was

pursued at a microscopic level of investigation. In this

context, microscopic flow is concerned with individual time

headways with emphasis on mean values and distribution forms.
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Microscopic speed is concerned with the speed of groups of

vehicles passing some point with emphasis on statistical

analysis of group measures. Microscopic density is concerned

with the individual distance headways between vehicles with

emphasis on the minimum and average value of distance

headways (May, 1990).

TIME HEADWAYS

GENERAL: Microscopic time headway is shown graphically

in figure 7 as the interval between the arrival of cars at

some observation point. As a number of cars traverse a

section of road over time, the arrival time of each car at a

particular observation point can be noted as t1, t2, t3 and

t4. The elapsed time between the arrival of pairs of cars is

defined as the headway time. This explanation yields a

mathematical representation of headway time as:

(h)(1_2) = t2 ti [1]

Headway time, thus, consists of two time intervals; the

"occupancy time" for the first car to physically pass the

observation point and the "time gap" between the rear of the

first car and the front of the second car. In theory time

headway can also be interpreted as the elapsed time

between the passage of identical points on two cars (May,

1990). This latter interpretation was used in measuring time

headway to determine the model's flow parameters. In
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Figure 7:MICROSCOPIC TRAFFIC FLOW

distribution form time headway can be depicted as shown in

figure 8 below (May, 1990).

SPECIFICS: The evaluation of extensive data (14,570

individual time headways) by traffic engineers and

researchers has shown some common results. These include the

following:

O Individual time headways are rarely less than 0.5

seconds.

O Individual time headways are rarely greater than

10 seconds.

O Time headway modes are generally less than the

median and the median is always less than the

mean.
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Figure 8:HEADWAY AS A DISTRIBUTION

O The mode, median and mean converge as car flow

rates increase.

O The mean usually tracks the 67 cumulative

percentile curve for a minute flow rate range.

O The ratio of the standard deviation to mean time

approaches 1 with low flow rates (May, 1990).

FLOW RATES: Headways that occur at a low flow rate can

be viewed as random independent variables and represented by
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random distributions. High flow rates indicate large scale

interaction of cars and thus are represented by constant time

distributions. Intermediate flow rates have headway times

that lie between the boundary conditions of the high and low

flow rate models. Intermediate flows are the most common, in

real life, and the most difficult to analyze. The common

approach has been to model these with mathematical

distributions which contain parameters that will modify the

model in a continuous spectrum from a random distribution to

a constant one (May, 1990). The model developed for the

Capitol Mall Parking Structure was of the intermediate type.

INTERMEDIATE MODELS

GENERAL: The intermediate type model is difficult to

develop. Literature shows that there have been three

approaches to this type of development that include: a

generalized mathematical model, composite mathematical model

or other unique model approach.

MATH MODEL: It continues by reporting that the most

common general math model for traffic flow is the Pearson

Type III distribution. The Pearson Type III is actually a

family of distribution models that can be telescoped down

into some nested subset of simpler distributions (i.e. Gamma,

Erlang, and Negative and Negative Shifted Exponential

distributions) (May, 1990).
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COMPOSITE MODEL: The most common composite model

approaches use a normal headway distribution for cars

estimated to be in a "car following" or "platoon mode" of

flow. This distribution is then combined with a negative

exponential distribution for cars that are estimated to be

operating independent of other cars, in the traffic flow

(May, 1990).

OTHERS: Other approaches have been numerous. This kind

of approach was the type that was developed for the Capitol

Mall Structure. Some of the more prominent models developed

as other approaches include the following: the lognormal

distribution (Daou, 1964), (Greenberg, 1966), (Gerlough,

1959), (May and Wagner, 1960) and (Tolle, 1971); the binomial

model (Allan, 1966); the hyperlang model (Dawson, 1968); and

the semi-random model (Buckley, 1968). In the case of the

project model, time headway was addressed as a Weibull

distributed variable. According to Lawless, the Weibull can

be derived from a generalized gamma model (Lawless, 1982).

SPEED

GENERAL: Microscopic speed is defined as the speed of

individual vehicles passing through a path of short segment

during specified periods of time. In the project model, speed

was important as an input parameter needed to introduce

random variation in the rate of movement of cars within the

grid of concern.
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INTERRUPTIONS: In a general sense, speed is usually

addressed in traffic literature as concerning the trajectory

of cars over some space in some given time. It is influenced,

most, by the freedom or interruption of these trajectories.

Interrupted flow occurs in urban settings where traffic

signals, traffic signs, rail traffic and pedestrian traffic

impede the free flow of cars on a street. Free flow in an

urban setting would be characteristic of so called "express"

or "car pool" lanes. Interruptions can also be characterized

as a function of the volume of various types of cars in a

traffic flow (i.e. passenger, R.V., truck, etc.) (May, 1990).

SPECIFICS: The distributions most often used to

represent speed are the normal and log-normal. Some composite

distributions have also been used. Of all of these

approaches, the normal distribution is the one most preferred

because of the central tendency of its mode, median and mean

(i.e. by central limit they are nearly equal in all

situations). Traffic research reveals the following facts

relevant to using normal distributions to model microscopic

traffic speed (May, 1990):

O The variance of normal speed should be less than

the variance of a random distribution.

O The standard deviation is approximately equal to

one sixth of the total range of speed.

O The standard deviation is approximately one-half

of the 15 to 85 percent range of speed.
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0 The 10-mile per hour pace should straddle the

sample mean.

0 There should be little or no coefficient of

skewness in the distribution of speed.

For the purposes of the model, speed was represented as

a normally distributed variable imparted to individual cars

arriving to the grid of concern. The average speed was

assumed to be the posted speed limit of 30 miles per hour

(mph) and the standard deviation being one-sixth of the legal

range of speeds was determined to be 5 mph (i.e. [0 - 30]

divided by 6 = 5 mph thus speed = N-(30,5)).

DENSITY

GENERAL: As "the level of service" of the roadways in

the grid of concern were rated at an "A" level and were

expected to remain that way, regardless of scenario examined,

a density component was not developed for the model. For the

purposes of making a more complete or detailed model one of

several approaches could have been used to account for

traffic density in the model to include: Pipes' theory

(Pipes, 1953), Forbes' theory (Forbes, 1963), or the General

Motors' theory (Herman et. al, 1959).

SPECIFICS: Density is essentially the longitudinal

space occupied by vehicles in a stream of traffic. It can

effect traffic flow based on so called "critical" density
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(the bunching of cars in a given roadway (link) such that

they are all bumper to bumper). As density increases "the

level of service" can decline depending on the "capacity" of

roadways and intersections concerned. Density also addresses,

through the theories cited, the reactions of following cars

as the volume of traffic on the roadway increases (May,

1990). Since many of the streets and intersections in the

grid of concern allowed four lanes of traffic flow and as all

the intersections in the grid had adequate capacity to handle

the expected increase of traffic through the problem horizon,

density was not a significant factor in evaluating the

performance measures. As it was not a sophistication

necessary for the foreseeable future, it was reasonable not

to include it as a component of the model.



MODEL INFORMATION

Simulation is sometimes characterized as the
analysis method to use when all else fails.

James L. Riggs

PERFORMANCE MEASURES
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GENERAL: The GSA managers, as has been previously

pointed out, did not fully understand the original evaluation

measures used by DKS Associates and the city and state traffic

planners. The operational managers were thus anxious to get

some performance measures which they could understand. They

settled on the average waiting time and average number of cars

that may wait at a given intersection in the grid of concern.

These measures come from queuing theory.

GLOBAL: The global performance measures were designed to

determine the effects of traffic flow at all intersections in

and around the state owned and leased parking lots. The

concern was that unexpected new traffic and or the general

operation of the structure would cause undue delays and large

queues for employees trying to get out of these lots during

rush hour traffic.

MACRO: The same average queuing measures were specified

to measure the macro effects of traffic flow, except that the

focus was on Chemeketa Street and the entrances and exits of

the structure. Chemeketa Street ran through the middle of the
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top floor of the structure. All cars bound to the structure

had to exit and enter from this street. The pseudo-

intersections formed by the areas directly in front of the

exits and entrances were also of concern. In July 1990, the

City of Salem decided to put stop signs immediately before the

exits on Chemeketa Street, and these had to be added as

intersections of concern for macro measures.

MICRO: The micro level performance measures would have

been the same as the global and macro ones except they would

have focused on all queues inside the structure. This level of

modeling was canceled based on briefing the results of the

initial global and macro model measures to managers, in August

1990. The matter of potential bottle necks at the top of the

structure rams had to be developed as an ad hoc macro measure

when the micro model was canceled.

OTHER: Additional macro measures, like the number of

visitor cars expected to balk from the structure due to

metered spaces being temporarily filled, might also have been

determined. With some handicapped users assumptions,

handicapped space utilization might also have been determined,

based on DKS reported, expected AM and PM turnover rates.

However, since the DKS study assumed 100% utilization of the

facility within the 1st year, all utilization performance

measures normally included in facility studies, were

eliminated as candidates as useful performance measures.
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MODEL SENSITIVITY

GENERAL: The performance measures arose, basically, out

of the need to know what effects opening the structure would

have in relation to the traffic flow characteristics in the

grid of concern. Added to this, the managers also wanted to

know what a simple city traffic growth rate of 5% per year

from 1990 to 2002 would do to these measures.

GLOBAL: Global measures additionally needed to be tested

for their sensitivity to the unpredicted growth caused by the

addition of three new agencies in the mall area by 1993. DKS

did not consider this growth. Related to this unexpected

growth was the sensitivity of the global and macro measures to

the resulting growth of pedestrian traffic in the grid, by

people trying to get to their assigned spaces in the various

surface lots around the structure.

MACRO: The same sensitivity issues described with

respect to the global measures, were also involved with the

macro measures on Chemeketa Street at all signed

intersections. These issues also applied to the structure

entrances, exits and to the potential for bottlenecks on the

ramps inside. Once the state decided to put underground

tunnels from the Capitol building and selected surrounding

office structures to the proposed site, the sensitivity of

structure's macro measures to increased pedestrian traffic was

essentially negated.
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MICRO: Had a micro level been modeled, sensitivity

issues would have centered on the macro and global measures as

they were effected by altering various assigned, metered, or

handicapped parking spaces policies/schemes to cause different

customers to park at different locations within the structure.

Intuitively, with the relatively small size of the two story

structure and the likelihood of customers taking the shortest

route out of the structure, regardless of space assignment, it

would not have been expected that varying the assignment

location would have had a significant effect on the

performance measures inside the structure, let alone those in

the global network of intersections. Table 3 addresses the

various sensitivity concerns as they related to both the

global and macro measures of performance. It should be noted

that the potential-for-bottle-necks performance measure also

needed to be tested for its sensitivity to unexpected growth

concerns. Increased pedestrian traffic was not a factor due to

the states's decision to build underground tunnels into each

level of the structure.

MODEL ASSUMPTIONS

GENERAL: The managers at GSA were particularly concerned

that the original assumptions used in the DKS Associates study

also be used, as much as possible, in developing the

simulation model. They felt that this would allow the model
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results to be used to validate the DKS study results, in

measures that were more easy for them to understand.

Table 3 ASSUMPTION SENSITIVITY

issue: description:

Pedestrian Delays

New Traffic*

Will pedestrian
delays effect the
macro and global
measures?

Will additional
traffic beyond
normal growth
effect the macro
and global
measures?

New traffic issues apply to the
potential-bottle-neck measure.

MACRO: The macro assumptions are listed in table 4

below. They are generally listed in the order in which they

were encountered in the DKS study. Where a page number was

appropriate, it is cited.

GLOBAL: Table 5 below summarizes the global assumptions

that DKS Associates used to evaluate the impact of the parking

structure with the scenario of Chemeketa Street being opened

to regular traffic.
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Table 4:MACRO ASSUMPTIONS

wait-times outside structure:
TBA by City of Salem traffic
section.
wait times inside structure:
Assumed at NMT 5 minutes.
traffic flow:
One-way at entrances and
exits.
Two way on all other roadways.
movement criteria:
Entering:

Shortest distance to
assigned or other space.
Exiting:

Shortest distance to an
exit:

62% East ramps
38% West ramps.

p.28

The table is organized in the order, generally, that various

assumptions occurred in the original study. The table also

cites the page number where the assumption can be found in the

original study.

MICRO: The micro level assumptions were never fully

developed as the micro model was abandoned after the initial

global and macro results were briefed to the GSA managers. Had

the model been developed, these would have addressed routing

of cars in the structure, the speed of movement, and the

maximum number of cars that could be allowed to wait in line

(queue) on the ramps.
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Table 5:GLOBAL ASSUMPTIONS
ANN

growth:
All cumulative figures assume 1.5%
growth. DKS pg. 2
occupancy:
Will be 100% occupied 1st yr:
75% - State employees
25% - Visitors. DKS pg.2
enter/exit:
62% enter/exit to the East.
38% enter/exit to the West.

DKS pg. 2
capacity:
1250 spaces in the structure:
614 on upper deck
636 on lower deck

DKS pg. 6
traffic volume/direction:
As shown in tables 6 and 7.

DKS pp.30-31
traffic flow west:
As shown in figure 8.

DKS pg. 32
traffic flow east:
As shown in figure 9.

DKS pg. 33
trip distribution:
As shown in table 5.

DKS pg. 27
ingress/egress:
As shown in figure 7.

DKS pg. 28
pedestrian traffic:
As shown in table 4.

DKS pg. 24
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MODEL DESIGN

GENERAL: The model was designed using SIMAN Simulation

Software. This is a desk top, IBM compatible, software package

produced by the Systems Modelling Corporation, of State

College, Pennsylvania (Pegden, 1987). In the Global/Macro

simulation, there were two basic model types.

TYPE 1: The first model type handled three situations

and two different scenarios. A BASE model addressed the

evaluation of performance measures in the Capitol Mall area

without a parking structure, as verified by the traffic flows

reported by DKS Associates in its 1987 study (see figure 9 for

a pictorial representation of 24 hour and peak hour traffic

flows reported). An AM model recorded how the AM peak hour

traffic with the proposed new structure added changed the BASE

situation, and a PM model did the same thing for the PM peak

hour with parking structure.

The three models were run under conditions of an assumed

normal Salem car population growth of 5% per year (a DKS

determined growth rate) for a base year of 1990 and each four

years thereafter to 2002, based on two scenarios of how many

"new" cars were being introduced into the simulation. These

two scenarios included the situations where all the traffic on

Chemeketa Street, going to the new structure (1150 cars), was

considered new traffic to the grid of concern (Case I) and

where little of the existing traffic on Chemeketa Street (20%)
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was counted as "new" traffic created by the structure (Case

II).
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Figure 9:DRS TRAFFIC FLOWS

TYPE 2: A second model type modified the AM and PM peak

period models by adding a departure routine that would vary

the number of departures from the proposed structure. Instead

of creating departures at some constant level over the period

of an hour, it created departures at a rate that approximated

the 15 minute traffic flow patterns on Chemeketa Street,

reported by the City of Salem's, Traffic Management Section,
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for the respective AM and PM peak hour periods. This model was

examined under the same two scenarios previously described

(Case III).

MECHANICS: In SIMAN, both types of models function the

same way. There is a basic SIMAN model frame called

"filename.mod". In the case of model type one, for instance,

there are three model files called "CHEM.MOD", "AM.MOD", and

"PM.MOD". These three model files call on fortran subroutines

to do some non-standard functions that SIMAN block commands do

not accommodate. Thus, there is another program component

which forms the complete model frame called, "CHEM.FOR",

standing for CHEMEKETA.fortran (see Appendix 2). Together with

anyone of the "filename.mod" files, "CHEM.FOR" forms the shell

for a simulation run.

OPERATION: To make the simulation "go", the shell needs

parameters and some commands to tell it what output to

produce. In SIMAN these are provided in a separate file called

the experimental frame. Thus for each "filename.mod" file,

there is a "filename.exp" file which has in it, the parameter

set to use on each simulation run and commands identifying the

appropriate statistics to collect on those runs. In model type

one, for instance, there is a "CHEM.EXP", "AM.EXP", and

"PM.EXP" file which defines the parameter sets and statistics

collection pertaining to the "CHEM.MOD", "AM.MOD", and
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"PM.MOD" files, respectively (see Appendix 1 for the model and

experimental files for the BASE, AM, and PM models).

SIMULATION RUNS: With a SIMAN Linking Component, the

software matches the "filename.mod" and "filename.for" files

with the appropriate "filename.exp" file. Once the link is

complete and no errors detected, the software allows the user

to start a simulation run. To test model sensitivity with new

parameters, one needs only to update the "filename.exp" file,

re-link, then make another simulation run, until an

appropriate number of runs have been completed to analyze the

problem.

MODEL STRUCTURE

GENERAL: The model structure for the BASE, AM,and PM

models reflect a similar process. The models start by calling

on a Fortran subroutines from "CHEM.FOR" which determine where

and how, any given car is going to proceed in the grid of

concern (the grid bounded on the North by Marion Street, on

the South by Chemeketa Street, on the West by Winter Street,

and on the East by Capitol Street). This is much the same as

saying that each of us, before going to work, pretty much

knows where we are going to go and how we are going to get

there, before we get into our car and start driving.

HOW AND WHAT: Next the models initialize all signaled

intersections to reflect which traffic can go and which must
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begin at a stop at a light or sign. This is done by the SIMAN

block command called ALTER. It is how the model recognizes

that at some time when we decide to observe traffic, some

traffic lights will be red, some yellow and some green. In

this model cars can go if they have a yellow or green light.

HOW AND WHERE: Cars that can go need to be able to

proceed to their next destination at some speed. They also

need to be regulated so that traffic on all signaled streets

is synchronized, as not to cause any collisions or undue

delays at any intersection. The various streets that have

traffic lights, therefore, have their own subroutine labeled

"RET 1#1", which uses SIMAN block commands to keep North,

South, East and West traffic flows from trying to use an

intersection at the same time and which coordinates the flow

between streets at some rate which will not cause traffic

delays. In traffic language these routines account for the

"cycle time" of the lights and the "offset" from light to

light within and between streets in the grid of concern.

The SIMAN block command DELAY is used to specify the

"cycle time" that controls when signal lights should change.

The yellow and green light cycle time is combined in the

models, to define the "go" cycle. The red light cycle time

defines the "stop" cycle. The simulation, thus advances cars

on green and yellow lights and stops them on red lights.
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ARRIVALS: After accounting for where, what, and how one

can proceed, the next set of SIMAN block commands, the series

of CREATE blocks, actually make arrivals to the grid of

concern. The models make creations from a theoretical

distribution over the period of the rush hour, albeit AM or PM

rush hour. Where Chemeketa street is concerned a fortran

subroutine is called using the SIMAN block command, EVENT6, to

separate the background level of traffic from the traffic

destined for the structure. The models account for all traffic

bound to the structure based on the Chemeketa street arrival

routine.

In real life it is reasonable to argue that not all

traffic bound for the structure will originate on Chemeketa

Street. However, in the absence of any specific data on

exactly where each car that will use the structure originates

its journey, loading the street at the closest intersections

to the structure (i.e. Capitol and Winter Streets where they

intersect Chemeketa Street) is a benign way of saying that, no

matter how they got there, a certain number of cars must pass

through this intersection to get to the parking structure or

wherever.

HEADWAY/FLOW: The remainder of the models structure

pertains to actions that a car must take at each intersection

it encounters on the way to its ultimate destination. This is

basically executing a left or right turn or going straight and

travelling to the next intersection enroute to the final
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destination. Rather than enumerating these actions at each

intersection, separately, SIMAN has a STATION modelling

feature that lets one write the code describing similar

actions just once. The feature allows one to specify, via

station numbers, which transportation links (lanes), at each

intersection, these instructions apply to.

There are three station submodel routines in all of the

models. Stations 1-25 apply to the intersections in the grid

of concern (each intersection has four way or less interaction

going on, hence stations 1-4 apply to one intersection for all

four directions where actions can occur, etc.). Stations 26-27

model the pseudo- waiting areas immediately in front of the

entrances to the structure, where cars have to take actions.

Cars in these pseudo-queues can potentially get caught-up, if

a waiting line from the stop signs that the city reluctantly

decided to put in front of the exits backs-up and blocks

either entrance. Stations 28-33 model links that take cars

beyond the intersections in the grid of concern, which cars

can use to leave the grid to some other destination. These

stations represent links where we can count cars before they

are disposed of as data entities in SIMAN, simulating cars

continuing journeys to destinations unknown outside of the

grid of concern.

SUBROUTINES: Within these STATION submodels, Fortran

subroutines 1,2,4 and 5 are used, by calling EVENT1, EVENT2,

EVENT4 and EVENT5. EVENT1 identifies the direction of travel
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that arriving cars will take at each intersection, as a

percent of total traffic flow. EVENT2 does the same thing as

EVENT1, except that it pertains only to that traffic which

actually enters the structure, albeit as a visitor,

handicapped or regular parker. EVENT4 gives instructions on

how to handle cars trying to get into the structure if the

entrance is blocked by cars waiting at the stop signs outside

either exit. EVENT5 counts arriving cars to the structure and

cars that depart from either exit.

SPEED: The SIMAN block command DELAY is used to set the

speed at which traffic is allowed to flow from intersection to

intersection. In the models this delay is set as a Normal

variate with mean value arbitrarily established at the posted

speed limit of the street (30 mph) with a standard deviation

conforming to findings previously cited from (May,1990), of

one sixth of the mean (5 mph).

In real life we could expect this speed to vary based on

the traffic ahead of us, our mood, and other driving habits

and conditions such as frequency of changing lanes, dense

traffic, weather, etc. Without specific observed data under

varied conditions on this variable being available, however,

a normal variance about the posted speed limit was as good a

guess at what was happening as could be made without

conducting a detailed speed measurement study to establish

more sophisticated estimate.
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MODEL PARAMETERS

AVAILABLE DATA: To help evaluate the traffic flow

characteristics in the area of the proposed structure, a 1987

DKS Associates study provided several sets of data to support

their recommendations on the feasibility of structure designs

and their impact on the Mall area. This data often did not

explain how the numbers presented were arrived at. This was a

problem since modelling, at least in part, entails trying to

capture the "how" of different parameter sets. Where the

relation between different final data presentations and the

flow characteristic were not clear it was often anyone's guess

how to best use the DKS numbers reported.

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS: The first data result of interest

was the bar graph shown in figure 10 on the next page below.

This graph was presented by DKS to show the expected ingress

and egress of cars to and from the proposed structure, by

hour, over a 24 hour period. Of note are the dominant data

spikes that occur in the AM from 6:30 to 7:30 (centered on 7)

and in the PM from 4:30 to 5:30 (centered on 5). The absolute

magnitude of these spikes compared to all other data reported

would lead one to believe that running a model over the full

24 hour period to obtain average measures would not show the

true nature for those average measures. Since the data spikes

are so much greater than any data remotely close to them

(including the noon hour period) it was initially felt that
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the model should only look at the peak hour periods as being

the very worse effects that could influence the global and

macro measures of concern (i.e. the number of cars waiting at

an intersection and their average waiting time).

To verify this supposition, once the models had been

developed and roughly validated for arrivals and departures

from the grid of concern, the AM and PM models were run,

additionally, twice each. In the first run the data spikes

immediately before the commanding spikes (AM and PM with
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respectively) were included in the arrival and departure

routines as an appropriate number of inter-arrivals during the

new two hour time interval formed by combining the data

spikes. In the second run the data spikes immediately before
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and after were included and arrivals varied appropriately over

the new three hour time interval. This experiment revealed

that the greatest difference between model estimated average

results, based on the peak hour supposition or potential

influence supposition, was a factor of 1.0002. The factor of

least difference in average results was determined as

0.9997. These results support the claim that the commanding

data spikes during peak AM or PM rush hour stood alone as the

most influential in evaluating the proposed global and macro

model performance measures. Accordingly the remaining analysis

was confined to peak AM and PM, rush hour, traffic flows.

DATA MODIFICATIONS

GENERAL: Figure 9 (page 48) presented the DKS

reported traffic flow by location (block) within the grid of

concern. A closer review of that picture will show a bold 24

hour traffic count with direction arrow and a peak hour

traffic count in parenthesis. What is not clear, however, is

which peak hour the number in parenthesis refers to (AM or

PM). Another problem is how to determine how much of the peak

hour amount shown to be flowing on one block should be

directed to another to arrive at the number reported by DKS.

There are, of course, an infinite number of ways to make one

number become another number. At each intersection, depending

on an arriving cars direction of travel, the car has three

basic options (left, right, or straight) but this is not
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helpful in determining how many combinations of ways to

represent the flow.

As a result of this confusion and in the absence of any

basic data to try to determine how DKS got its numbers, the

City of Salem's Traffic Management Section had to be consulted

to try to dig these relations out of the city's source

documents (that DKS presumably used to arrive at their

number). As a result of this effort it was found that the city

did not have primary data on every block that DKS reported a

number on. DKS did not have the data either, thus the Fortran

subroutines developed for the models to handle directing

traffic flow, in the case of some intersections, had to be

based on the closest similar intersection to the actual one

being modeled, as gleaned from the city's records for

intersections in the immediate Capitol Mall area.

BASE CONSIDERATIONS: Additionally, the base model

needed to begin in 1990 where managers were concerned with the

expected performance measures, not in 1987 where the DKS

numbers were begun. Where DKS used a 1.5% growth factor to

extrapolate its base numbers into the future, the city, I

found out, commonly used a 3% growth factor to extrapolate

their records. Because the city's primary data was being used

to discover the underlying directional flow, a 3% growth of

the city's raw data was used to extrapolate the city's

recorded peak hour traffic flow counts forward to 1990. As a
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result, the DKS data reported in figure 3 had to be modified

to those shown in figure 11 below:
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Figure 11:MODIFIED TRAFFIC FLOW

Once at an updated base level in 1990, the DKS assumption of

1.5% growth was then used to test the performance measures out

to the year 2002.

PEAK HOUR CONFLICT: The city's raw data indicated

that the morning peak hour, contrary to being centered about

7 a.m. as was presented by the DKS report, was in fact

centered about 7:30 a.m.. The peak PM periods coincided. As a

result, the models were developed so as to use the DKS

reported expected traffic flow ingress and egress numbers, but
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simulated the peak AM period as being from 7:00 am to 8:00 am

not 6:30 am to 7:30 am.

TRAFFIC CREATION

GENERAL: It is well reported that the arrival of a car

at an intersection can be described as a Poisson distributed

random variable. It is also known that the inter-arrival time

of a Poisson random variable is, itself, a random variable

which is Exponentially distributed (May,1990).

SPECIFIC: In the model, arrivals are modelled using

their inter-arrival time. Knowing how many cars had to arrive

from each cardinal direction, by street, the mean time between

arrivals could be computed by taking an hour (for either the

peak AM or PM hour) in some units (in the models, in seconds;

there are 3600 seconds in one hour) and dividing that number

by the number of cars one desires to arrive within that hour.

Table 6 on the previous page, above, shows the results for

these calculations for the BASE model, AM model and PM model,

for a base year of 1990.

DIRECTIONAL PARAMETERS

GENERAL: The percent of traffic turning left or right or

going straight at each intersection and at the entrances and

exits to the proposed structure had to be determined. This was

accomplished by reviewing historical traffic flow analysis

worksheets provided by the City of Salem, Traffic Management
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Table 6:ARRIVAL PARAMETERS

LOCALE/DIRECTION MODEL
EFFECTED

# CARS
NEEDED

MEAN TIME
ARRIVALS
(SEC)

Chemeketa
Eastbound

BASE
.

266* 13.53**

Chemeketa
Westbound

BASE 253* 14.23**

Chemeketa
Eastbound

AM 648* 5.55**

Chemeketa
Westbound

AM 796* 4.81**

Chemeketa
Eastbound

PM 588* 6.12**

Chemeketa
Westbound

PM 815** 4.41**

Center Eastbound BASE, AM, PM 2379* 1.51**

North Summer
Southbound BASE, AM, PM 827* 4.35**

Marion Westbound BASE, AM, PM 1028* 3.50**

Capitol
Northbound

BASE, AM, PM 213* 16.90**

Winter Northbound BASE, AM, PM 228* 15.79**

* 1994,1998,&2002 counts multiply
factor.
** new inter-arrival parameter = new
seconds.

by 1.05

count

DES growth

/ 3600
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Section. These documents recorded directional flow counts for

cars, pedestrians, and bicycles for most intersections in the

grid of concern.

SPECIFIC: This was a straight forward proposition of

looking at an intersection diagram, then taking the

directional count recorded at an intersection and dividing by

the total count recorded. Where no directional count existed

for a given intersection in the gird of concern, the nearest

similar intersection's count data was used to determine a

directional flow parameter. The raw city data was inflated by

the city's 3% per year figure until a base 1990 figure could

be determined. The specific directional flows for each

intersection could take on one of four or less different

numbers based on the cardinal direction a car might be

travelling before encountering a specific intersection. The

parameters determined to be used for each intersection in the

grid of concern are enumerated in table 7 below, on the next

page.

MOVEMENT PARAMETERS

SPEED: Movement between intersections has already been

described as occurring at some variable rate as determined by

a Normal variate with a mean of the posted speed limit and a

standard deviation of one sixth of that mean. It is modelled
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Table 7:DIRECTION PARAMETER SET

LOCALE AND DIRECTION MODELS
EFFECTED

LEFT
%

RIGHT
%

STRAI
GHT %

Marion@Captiol- W.B. BASE, AM, PM 0.000 0.258 0.742

Captiol@Marion- N.B. BASE, AM, PM 0.066 0.934 0.000

Marion@Summer- W.B. BASE, AM, PM 0.054 0.000 0.946

Marion@Summer- S.B. BASE, AM, PM 0.000 0.453 0.547

Marion@Winter- W.B. BASE, AM, PM 0.000 0.051 0.949

Marion@Winter-. N.B. BASE, AM, PM 0.668 0.000 0.332

Center@Winter- E.B. BASE, AM, PM 0.118 0.176 0.706

Center@Winter- N.B. BASE, AM, PM 0.000 0.435 0.565

Center@Summer- E.B. BASE, AM, PM 0.000 0.000 1.000

Center@Summer- S.B. BASE, AM, PM 1.000 0,000 0.000

Center@Capitol-E.B. BASE, AM, PM 0.350 0.140 0.510

Center@Capitol-N.B. BASE, AM, PM 0.000 0.001 0.999

Capitol@Chemek-W.B. BASE, AM, PM 0.000 0.293 0.707

Capitol @Chemek -8.B. BASE, AM, PM 0.000 0.079 0.921

Capitol@Chemek-E.B. BASE, AM, PM 0.004 0.206 0.790

Capitol@Chemek-N.B. *, AM, PM 0.000 0.001 0.999

Chemeketa@Entrances *, AM, PM ** ** **

Chemeketa@Exits BASE, AM, PM ** ** **

Chem@Stops@Exits BASE, AM, PM 0.000 0.000 1.000

Chemkta@Winter- W.B. BASE, AM, PM 0.068 0.233 0.699

Chemkta@Winter- S.B. BASE, AM, PM 0.043 0.290 0.667

Chemkta@Winter- E.B. BASE, AM, PM 0.076 0.580 0.344

* There is no structure in the base model.
** Computed by Fortran 77 Subroutine.
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in SIMAN as a Normally distributed time delay, in seconds.

Thus the posted miles per hour must be converted into feet per

second and the total feet in a block divided by the feet per

second to get a delay time converted from mph into seconds.

This was a straight forward exercise, the parameters

determined are not specifically enumerated here. The model

could have been developed to handle speed with a more

elaborate Fortran subroutine but this would have required some

study of the motion of cars between intersections. Since group

speed data which could be used for this purpose was not

readily available and no time was allowed by management to

formally gather it, the parameters cited were approved as the

best that could be achieved under the circumstances.

HEADWAY TIMES

GENERAL: Originally, the models used a city,

traffic section provided, "expert's guess", at the times

required to make left, right, and straight through maneuvers.

Initial testing showed the global and macro measures of
concern to be sensitive to small variations of these

experienced guesses.

DATA COLLECTION: Thus at the end of August 1990 and

beginning of September 1990 data had to be gathered on these

times, hypothesizing the major influences to be: the volume

of traffic at the time a turn was being made, the number of

pedestrians in a walkway, whether or not the intersection's
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signage was a light or stop sign and whether or not the driver

actually stopped then started or rolled through the

intersection. This data was gathered after a collection plan

was made. Appendix 3 shows a spreadsheet of the Time Headway

data by various categories (1-20) corresponding to the basic

scenarios of potential influences previously described.

TIME PLOT: A time plot of the data is shown in

figure 12 below. It should be noted that, in general, there

appears to be at least four, maybe more, groups of data that,

at a glance, look like they might be related. However, it can
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Figure 12:DATA SET TIME PLOT

also be seen that many of the data sets appear to have a wide

range of variance (smallest value to highest value difference

and difference between their probable mean value and the high

and low). Because the data groups show variance, and no

clearly distinctive and obvious patterns, a deeper level

investigation was determined to be required. This

investigation first needed to address the issue of the

randomness of the data sets about a data mean. To do this

simple runs tests were examined.
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RUNS TESTS: The most basic concern with the data

gathered by the collection plan was whether or not the data

sets demonstrated randomness about a data mean. In statistics

this can be done with a simple runs test. Where the tests show

the data sets to , individually, be random about a mean, a

broader investigation of the randomness of all data sets about

a group mean could be undertaken.

Runs tests are well described in most statistics text

books (Blank, 1980). It may be useful to state that a run is

generally defined as a subsequence of one or more identical

symbols representing a common property of a given data set. In

the case of the data sets evaluated, the data mean was that

common property. Thus taking the data sets from first

observation to forty-third (last) observation (in order),

various subsequences of data that were above or below (+ or -)

the data mean could be identified and tested based on their

total number of occurrences against a random variable. Tables

were consulted for two-tailed or one-tailed hypothesis test

statistics to validate the null hypothesis that the data was

not random about a mean (Walpole & Meyers, 1989). The results

of this testing are shown in Appendix 4. The runs test

validated the fact that the data sets were all random about

their individual means, as well as a group data mean.

TESTING INDEPENDENCE: Not knowing anything about

the underlying relationships between these data sets, it was

decided to use non-parametric statistic tests to evaluate the
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significance of relationships between observed data sets. When

this task was completed, it would be possible to segregate

those related sets of data into groups of data that could be

independently fitted with some discrete theoretical

distribution, continuous theoretical distribution, or

composite model.

KRUSKAL-WALLIS TESTS: To determine if there were

any relationships between the data sets, since there were 20

data sets, a Kruskal-Wallis H test was performed on the group

as a whole. This test is, again, well described in statistics

text books (Blank, 1980). The null hypothesis in the test is

as shown below:

Fi(x) = F2(x) = = Fk(x) for all x [2]

Its general procedure is to form a rank ordered matrix, find

the mean rank for each data set, find the grand mean (by

summing the ranks and dividing by the total observations n),

computing the sum of squares of deviation between the 20

different data set means and grand means as weighted by the

size of the group. The test statistic is then found by

multiplying this sum by the constant 12 /N(N +l) where N is the

total number of observations (Gibbons, 1985). The test did not

support the hypothesis that the data sets were the same (see

Appendix 5 for the rank order matrix and H test results).

COMPARATIVE TESTS: As the failure of the Kruskal-

Wallis test indicated, the data group, as a whole was not
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independent about a group mean. It was therefore necessary to

extend the test to a comparison of each data mean to see if

any data sets were significantly related. Once again, this

procedure can be found in any book on non-parametric

statistics (Gibbon, 1985). The procedure is to pick some level

of significance called alpha (typical ones are .15, .20, or

higher, in my investigation .15, .20 and .30 were used), then

to find the quantile point of a standard normal distribution

that corresponds to a right-tail probability of alpha divided

by k(k-1) and using this quantile (called critical z) to

evaluate a standard formulation for the multiple comparison

procedure (Gibbon, 1985). This multiple comparison procedure

yielded a result that argued for the combination of some data

sets as being essentially the same.

Due to the level of complication involved in clearly

explaining the step by step results of these statistical

tests, such as explaining how to make a rank ordered matrix,

eliminate data points, and/or deal with data ties in rank

etc., the results of these tests are provided in Appendix 6.

The end result of these efforts was that several data sets

that could be grouped for 4-way stop sign situations and for

traffic light situations. These random, independent data

groups would be used to develop headway parameters, so that

the models could try, more accurately than the city's "expert

guess", to model what was going on with cars trying to make
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left, right, or straight ahead maneuvers at various

intersections.

DISTRIBUTION FITTING: The resulting data sets were

put into a statistical software package called, Statgraphics,

to be analyzed to see if any theoretical distributions

(discrete or continuous) could be used to describe what was

happening in the real life data defined by the observed, newly

grouped data sets. As a result of this analysis several

candidate distributions were determined and the literature

searched to see if any of these candidates were widely

accepted by the traffic management profession to model

movement time headway. Appendix 7 shows output for the

Statgraphics distribution fitting for the weibull and log-

normal for all data set groups of 4-way stop data and all data

set groups of traffic light data.

GOODNESS OF FIT: Included in the output of the

distribution fitting routine of the Statgraphics software are

several statistic test results designed to help a person

decide whether or not there is a good fit between the data

observed and the theoretical distribution being hypothesized

to fit the data. These tests are identified as the Chi-square

test and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test. In the development

of the model, the K-S test had more meaning than the Chi-

square test, statistically speaking, since the model

hypothesized a continuous distribution to fit the observed
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time headway data groups (The Chi-square is best used when

fitting a discrete distribution to the data) (May, 1990).

DISTRIBUTION SELECTION: Unfortunately, neither of

these tests helped a lot since several candidate distributions

passed the selection criteria (see Appendix 8 for tables

comparing the results of the Chi-square and K-S tests

performed by Statgraphics software). When this occurs,

hopefully, the literature on traffic modeling will have

reported that experience shows one candidate better than the

next. In our case it did not. Left with a choice between using
a Gamma distribution, Weibull distribution, Erlang

distribution or Log-normal distribution to fit our observed

data sets, the Weibull distribution was used to simulate time

headway.

REPRISE: The Pearson III family of distributions is well

reported on (May,1990) for use in traffic flow modeling. This

family includes the Gamma, Erlang, and Negative Binomial

distributions. A book by Aitchison and Brown (1963) identified

the usefulness of the log-normal distribution and Daou and
Greenberg (1966) used the log-normal in several model

formulations.

The Weibull distribution, as well as the log-normal, can
be derived from the generalized Gamma model, as reported on by
Lawless (Lawless,1982). Moreover, the Weibull has been

reported on as having good characteristics when modeling
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lifetime measurements in a variety of settings due to its

ability to yield a closed form solution.

To test the effectiveness of the Weibull against the

Lognormal, the model was run with a lognormal distribution

substituted for the Weibull for movement headway time. The

results yielded a maximum difference in numbers of cars

waiting of plus one and a least difference of zero at the

structure exits and entrances. The waiting time maximum

difference was 2.4 seconds while the least difference was .6

seconds. These results simply argue that use of the Weibull

distribution versus the Lognormal (reported in literature) for

time headway did not significantly effect the results of the

model. The true test of validity (or arguing that one

distribution outperformed the other) for either distribution

requires comparative field validation.

TIME HEADWAY PARAMETERS: Using the Weibull distribution

to describe turns at 4-way stops, the two-way stops at the

structure exits and stops at traffic lights yielded the

movement parameter sets found on the next page. It should be

noted that this solution is a unique "other" approach to

modeling time headway. The Weibull is able to be derived from

the generalized gamma model probability density function

(p.d.f.) shown below:

f(t) = -f,-Apfl5(A/)As lexp[-(At)a1 t>0 [3]

This is a three parameter distribution where beta, lambda, and

k are all positive. This formulation was introduced by Stacy
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in 1962. It includes the Exponential (B=k=1), Weibull (k=1),

Gamma (B=1), and the log-normal as a limiting case when k-+oo.

Lawless reports that the Exponential, Weibull, Gamma,

Generalized Gamma, and Log-normal distributions are the most

frequently used parametric lifetime models (Lawless, 1982).
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Table 8:HEADWAY PARAMETER SET

DATA GROUP DESCRIPTION DISTRIBUTIO
N USED

SHAPE
ALPHA

SHAPE
BETA

4 -WAY' STOP SIGN INTERSECTIONS

Going straight -

7.85042 4.3212

Regardless of # of cars
@ intersection.
Going right - With 0 or WEIBULL
3 cars @ intersection.
With or without
pedestrians.

Going right - With 1
8.11287 5.0846car at the

intersection.
With or without
pedestrians.

WEIBULL

Going right - With 2

9.44038 5.5928
cars at intersection.
Going left - With 0 WEIBULL
cars at the
intersection.
With or without
pedestrians.

Going left - With 1, 2

9.28077 6.2051
or 3 cars @ the
intersection.
With or without
pedestrians.

WEIBULL

TRAFFIC LIGHT INTERSECTIONS

Going straight - With

WEIBULL 12.04 0.9985
any number of
pedestrians and whether
rolling or from a
complete stop.
Going right - With same
conditions.

Going left - With any

WEIBULL 23.7145 1.1148
number of pedestrians
and whether rolling or
from a complete stop.
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"Like men with sore eyes: they find light
painful, while the darkness, which permits
them to see nothing, is restful and
agreeable."

Dio Chrysostom

ANALYSIS
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GENERAL: As a matter of explanation, simulation results,

as a rule, cannot be simply run one time and then interpreted.

Usually several runs of a given set of parameters is required.

Each run of the model should use different random number

streams and seed numbers, where theoretical distributions are

used, (as was the case in modeling speed, headway times and

arrivals in the simulation) to insure that the results of each

model run are as statistically independent as possible

(Sullivan et al, 1986).

AXILLARY PROGRAMS: Where it is necessary to do a large

number of runs to get an accurate measure, real programs are

often put on the front-end and back-end of the SIMAN shell.

These programs can be written in BASIC, FORTRAN or other

languages and usually deal with specifying how many runs of a

model to make and which random number streams and seeds to use

on each run. On the back-end these programs give instructions

on what to do with the output generated. This might include
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specifying, by character location on a SIMAN standard output

report, which performance measures to sum up and which to

discard, or the computing and displaying of individual

performance measures, their average, standard deviation and/or

statistical confidence interval about a computed mean. For

this problem the number of runs turned out to be small enough

to do the work manually without a front-end or back-end

programming (Sullivan et al, 1986).

NUMBER OF RUNS

GENERAL: The number of runs is a function of two basic

elements of information as regards any given performance

measure. These are the accuracy desired and the precision

required for the measure. Management usually specifies the

accuracy and precision required. Sometimes precision is a

matter of design engineering specifications. Accuracy is

normally specified as some level of confidence like " I want

to be 90 or 95 % confident that the average measure we

determine is within some precision of the true value."

Precision is how close to the true value the results need to

be, like "We need to be within plus or minus 10 or 20 % of the

true value." In general the greater the accuracy and

precision, the more the number of runs that will be required

to get a good measure (Blank, 1980).
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ACCURACY AND PRECISION

GENERAL: There are no clear cut rules on how management

is suppose to determine accuracy and precision. Where

manufacturing is concerned, precision is a function of

engineering tolerances and accuracy is normally a function of

how important the item being produced is (i.e. its cost and

contribution to profit) (Blank, 1980).

SPECIFIC: For the simulation, it was felt that a

precision of ± 10 % with a level of confidence of 95% was

appropriate. The precision was determined based on the maximum

number of cars required at either exit to create a bottle neck

at the ramps inside the structure. This tolerance was known to

be 21 standard cars with 2 feet allowed between cars. It was

based on the maximum possible number of cars at either exit

that was reported in the DKS Associates study (80 @ the East

exit and 49 @ the West in the AM and 439 @ the East and 268 @

the West in the PM).

The distance to the ramp is approximately 415 feet and

allowing 2 extra feet between car bumpers one can determine

that 415/20 = 20.75 or 21 cars are required to be in queue

before a traffic back log will occur at either ramp inside the

structure. One can take 21 as a percent of the total worst

case of cars (21/176 = .119318) and see that the margin of

tolerance is 11.9 %. A precision figure of ± 10% is thus

slightly more tight than the 11.9% allowable according to the
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DKS study. The accuracy of 95% confidence is a typical

engineering specification.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

GENERAL: In the case of this simulation the performance

measures were the maximum and average number of cars expected

to wait in a specified queuing line and the maximum and

average waiting time expected to be experienced by cars in

that line. These are point values, that is, when the model

runs it will determine a point estimate of the true value of

these measures. Since the output of the model is a point

estimate associated only with a model run, one cannot say

anything statistically about it. One can, however, say

something about the computed average of a number of model

runs, statistically, if one assumes that each run is

independent of a subsequent run. It should be recalled that

the seeds and streams were varied to help insure independence

(Blank, 1980).

IMPLICATIONS: By the central limit theorem one can

postulate that the average of a number of point estimates of

the same measure will behave like a normal random variable

regardless of how that average was generated. This allows one

to build a statistical confidence interval about the average.

Where the number of runs of the model to find an average is

greater than 35, one can build the confidence interval with

the standard normal deviate. Where the number of runs is less,
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one can use a Student's t distribution (recall that the number

of runs depends on the accuracy and precision specified)

(Blank, 1980).

PROCEDURE

GENERAL: With an accuracy and precision level being

specified, the model had to be run an initial arbitrary number

of runs and the individual measures averaged. The individual

results, Xi, were then compared to the precision standard to

see if they were ± 10% from the computed average. The number

of runs were increased until a satisfactory result was

obtained. In our case this turned out to be 6 runs (Walpole &

Meyers, 1989).

SPECIFIC: Once the average was determined, the standard

deviation, S, had to be determined using an unbiased estimator

equation that is well known (see Blank, 1980, chapter 14).

With S, and knowing that n < 35, a 95% statistical confidence

interval was built around the average using the Student's t

distribution. Again the equation is well known and most

statistics texts have a table to allow one to enter using the

value of the number of runs, "n" and the confidence level,

alpha [95% is often referred to as a .05 level of significance

in these tables) (See Appendix 9 for tables cataloging these

results for all models for cases I and II for the base year of

1990) (Walpole & Meyers, 1989).
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SIMAN OUTPUT

GENERAL: At the conclusion of a simulation run, a

standard SIMAN output report was received. Rather than provide

all the raw data, one example output report is provided for

the BASE model in Appendix 10. This sample SIMAN output is

divided into three sections.

TALLY: Tally variables in SIMAN are system time

variables. In the example output's case they represent the

average and maximum times, in seconds, that a car might be

expected to wait in a queue (see Appendix 10, columns 1 and 4

of the report). Although other columns of information are

presented they are not immediately useful to an analysis of

the particular measures of concern for this project and thus

may be disregarded by the reader (Pegden,1987).

DISCRETE CHANGE: Discrete change variables are time

averaged counts of simulated objects at some location. In the

case of the model developed, these variables represent the

average and maximum number of cars waiting in a queue. Since

there can be no partial cars, where decimal values occur one

must round to the next whole integer value of cars (i.e. .012

= 1 car) (Pegden, 1987).

COUNTERS: The last section of the example output is

labeled "Counters". This section records exactly what it says

it does. It gives a total count of simulated objects that pass
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by some specified point in the simulation. Using the BASE

model, one can compare the counts generated by the model with

those that DKS reported were expected to occur or with those

based on the updated traffic flow counts that came from the

city's data. This is in fact how an initial validation of the

model was made.

BASE VALIDATION

SPECIFICS: Table 9, on the next page, shows a

comparison, giving DKS's figures, the city's numbers updating

DKS's figures to 1990, and the computed average figures that

the base model generated after six runs. It should be noted

that total model error is -16.95%. Considering the expected

total of 5669 cars, this means that the model produced a total

of 960 cars less than what one might have expected it to.

Chemeketa Street traffic flow is almost evenly balanced with

the model generating +.32% more traffic flow than one would

expected (i.e. the model simulated traffic flow at about 18

more cars than should have been expected). This argued that

the model was performing basically as it should in the grid of

concern. On Chemeketa Street, the macro street of concern, it

overproduced by a total of 18 cars more than the 433 that

should have been on that street during the peak AM or PM rush

hour. one can conclude from this base level of validation that

the performance measures produced by the model should
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therefore be believable based on an approximately correct

traffic flow.

Table 9:BASE MODEL VALIDATION

EXIT COUNTER
LOCATION

DRS
NUMBERS

UPDATED
NUMBERS

MODEL
OUTPUT

%

ERROR

#1 Chemeketa
Westbound

261 267 218 -18.35

#2 Chemeketa
Eastbound

166 166 197 +18.67

#3 Capitol
Southbound

628 333 308 -07.50

#4 Capitol
Northbound

1046 1271 1265 -.40

#5 Center
Eastbound

963 @
13th

1150 1133 -1.47

#6 Summer
Southbound

498 498 485 -2.61

#7 Winter
Northbound

None
Given

185 166 -10.27

#8 Winter
Southbound

565 @
COTTAGE

447 468 +4.69

#9 Marion
Westbound

1450 @
COTTAGE

1352 1356 +.29

#10 East Exit 0 0 0 0

#11 West Exit 0 0 0 0

TOTAL
ERROR

-16.95
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ENTRY/EXIT VALIDATION

SPECIFIC: The only addition to this base level of

traffic flow, in any peak period, should be the cars exiting

or entering the structure which the DKS study provided an

estimation of. For the AM model this meant that 80 cars leave

the East Exit and 494 enter the East entrance while 49 leave

the West Exit and 302 use the West entrance. For the PM model

it meant that 439 leave the East Exit while 110 enter the East

Exit and 268 leave the West Exit while 67 enter. Checking the

AM model exit and enter counts, from the East, we get 72 and

483 and from the West, 57 and 263. Checking the PM model we

get 430 and 103 from the East and 268 and 51 from the West.

The error is thus quite small like 2 to 5 % less than what it

is suppose to be. This is less than 10 cars difference

entering or leaving. This, again, allows one to conclude that

the average measures determined by the model should be quite

believable in evaluating any results.

RESULTS SUMMARY

GENERAL: The original model for the Capitol Mall Parking

Structure specified the modeling and examination of three

performance measures on three levels. Simulation modeling was

undertaken due to various changes in the underlying

assumptions upon which the original structure design and

building contract had been undertaken in 1987. The performance

measures were: the number of cars lining-up to leave the
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proposed structure or lining-up at the stop signs immediately

outside the structure exits (the number of cars in various

queues) and the average amount of time that any one of these

cars might expect to spend in those lines (the average waiting

time). A final measure was whether or not the potential of a

blockage of the ramps, inside the structure, might occur based

on the number of cars waiting in line to leave the structure,

at either exit.

The levels of investigation included global, and macro

sensitivity of the performance measures to changes in the

amount of pedestrian and regular traffic flows in and around

the proposed structure. Additional sensitivities were

investigated based on an extrapolation of the natural growth

of traffic flows (based on normal city population growth) and

the addition of several new agencies in the downtown mall area

(not previously considered in the original DKS Associates

study of 1987). On the micro level an investigation of the

sensitivity of the performance measures to changes in agency,

metered and other parking space assignments was to be

conducted. As the proposal progressed, the parking manager

decided not to pursue the micro level of investigation.

GLOBAL/MACRO RESULTS

# OF CARS FINDINGS: After careful analysis, the

simulation demonstrated that the maximum number of cars

expected to be waiting at the proposed structure West exit
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Figure 13: MAXIMUM # OF CARS 1990 - 2002

during the peak AM and PM traffic period, beginning in a base

year of 1990 and every four years thereafter until 2002, would

be as depicted in the graph on the previous page in figure 13.

It should be noted that average measures can be deceiving as

a management guide. The maximum measures, therefore, were

actually of more importance in answering the questions posed

by management. In table format these corresponded to the

numbers reported in table 10 below. Note that while the

average numbers of cars expected to wait at either exit is
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relatively small, the maximum that might occur is not. The

plus and minus figure represented in the table is the value of

the computed confidence interval (CI). Thus, where a maximum

figure is represented, if one adds or subtracts the CI from

the figure shown, one gets a range of values over which the

maximum might occur with a 95% level of confidence.

Table 10:CARS IN PEAK AM PERIOD

PEAK AM PERIOD

LOCATION YEAR MAX #
CARS

+ OR - AVE #
CARS

+ OR -

WEST EXIT 1990 1 1 0 .231

1994 1 1 0 .231

1998 1 1 0 .231

2002 1 1 0 .231

EAST EXIT 1990 1 1 0 .232

1994 1 1 1 .232

1998 2 1 1 .232

2002 2 1 1 .232

Reporting the values in the PM peak period one gets those

represented in table 11 below. All values in table 11, again,

are estimated to be correct to within plus or minus ten

percent of their true value and are given with a statistical

level of confidence of 95%.
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Table 11:CARS IN PEAK PM PERIOD

PEAK PM PERIOD

LOCATION YEAR MAX #
CARS

+ OR - AVE #
CARS

+ OR -

WEST EXIT 1990 3 1 1 .131

1994 3 1 1 .131

1998 3 1 1 .131

2002 4 1 1 .131

EAST EXIT 1990 5 1 2 1

1994 5 2 3 1

1998 6 3 4 1

2002 8 4 5 1

WAIT TIME FINDINGS: In a similar manner and with equal

accuracy and precision, the average waiting times at the

proposed structure exits during the peak AM and PM peak

periods over the evaluation horizon are depicted on the next

page, in figure 14, for all model configurations. In table

form, this equated to the numbers reported in tables 12 and 13

on the next two pages. These numbers, were given with a

statistical confidence of 95%. As before, the values of most

interest to management were those in the maximum column as

these represented the worst case.
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Figure 14: AVERAGE WAIT TIMES 1990 - 2002

Table 12:WAIT TIME PEAK AM PERIOD
11111111M111111111111111111111111111111111M

PEAR AM PERIOD

LOCATION YEAR MAX
WAIT

+ OR - AVE
WAIT

+ OR -

WEST EXIT 1990 6.05 1 4.70 1

1994 6.49 2 4.74 2

1998 10.19 4 4.93 2

2002 10.57 4 4.94 2

EAST EXIT 1990 6.90 3 4.77 2

1994 7.89 3 4.92 3

1998 9.44 3 4.95 2

2002 12.79 2 4.97 1
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Table 13:WAIT TIME PEAK PM PERIOD

PEAK PM PERIOD

LOCATION YEAR MAX
WAIT

+ OR - AVE
WAIT

+ OR -

WEST EXIT 1990 15.5 1 5.99 1

1994 18.41 2 6.16 2

1998 19.44 4 6.18 2

2002 22.87 4 6.59 2

EAST EXIT 1990 24.98 3 7.34 2

1994 25.72 3 8.30 3

1998 27.49 3 8.63 2

2002 34.35 2 9.22 1

Figure 15 below shows a comparison of this performance measure

(the average wait times) between models over the evaluation

horizon. These results highlight the fact that afternoon peak

hour flows represent the greatest potential peak-hour waits.

POTENTIAL FOR BOTTLENECKS AT RAMPS

Focusing on the maximum number of cars that could wait in

line at either exit in either the AM or PM period one should

note that the maximum possible value was 8 cars plus or minus

4 cars. This would argue that with a 95 % level of confidence,

we would not expect the maximum possible number of cars to be

great enough to block either of the two interior ramps. We
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aver age wait t I me

Figure 15:WAIT TIME COMPARISON

know this because a total of 21 standard cars (a standard car

is one that is 18 feet in length), with two feet extra

clearance between cars (i.e. 21 feet per car), would be

required to cause the waiting line to wrap around inside the

structure from either exit to a point midway of the roadway

for either ramp.

PEDESTRIAN TRAFFIC EFFECTS

The AM and PM models were tested for sensitivity to increases

in the level of pedestrian traffic in the grid of concern. The

pedestrian traffic was increased by a factor of 1.5, 2, 2.5,

and 3. The graph shown in figure 16 on the next page below

depicts the effects of these changes on the average waiting
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time at the west exit of the structure. It should be clear

that even after tripling of the pedestrian traffic level, the

average waiting time only changed by less than three seconds.

It is not likely that such an increase could occur during the

course of the next twelve years. It is thus reasonable to

agree with the comments of the DKS Associates, that "the

effects of pedestrian traffic will be negligible" with regard

to the operation of the structure.

CONCLUSIONS

Analysis concluded that there were no significant

problems with the design of the structure as it was being

proposed. This was true regardless of the scenario of normal

city vehicle growth (5% per year), added pedestrian traffic

(tripled), added new vehicle traffic (925 cars in the AM and

884 cars in the PM) due to the addition of three new agencies

in the mall area, or the reasonable variation of the number of

simultaneous departures from the structure (based on current

peak hour fifteen minute traffic flow counts).
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If all 1150 of the State assigned and visitor parkers

arrived simultaneously at the entrances during peak AM hours,

the average waiting time, at the East exit under current

loading of Chemeketa Street, would be approximately 165

seconds or 2.75 minutes per car. During the PM peak period if

all the cars arrived simultaneously at the exits this would

increase significantly to approximately 266 seconds or 4.44

minutes per car. The likelihood of this occurring, however, is

extremely remote. Only 33 percent of the total peak traffic

flow on the busiest streets in the area (Marion, Center, and
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12th), in either the AM or PM peak traffic hour, according to

city records, ever occurred! That volume was generated over a

15 minute period from 4:45 pm to 5:00 pm, not all at once, as

the simultaneous arrival of all cars at an exit would imply.

The average measures determined lead one to conclude that

the City's failure to close Chemeketa Street to outside

traffic (in spite of recommendations in the DKS Associates

study to the contrary) would not seriously effect cars

entering or leaving the structure. The design of all exits and

entrances being located on Chemeketa Street is, thus, still

sound. Average waits for cars exiting the structure during the

peak PM hour are not expected to exceed 4 seconds exiting

Westbound nor 5 seconds exiting Eastbound. In no case should

they exceed 16 seconds exiting Westbound nor 25 seconds

exiting Eastbound in this year.

If one assumes that traffic not bound for the structure

will continue to use Chemeketa and will grow at a constant 5%

rate through 2002, these times should increase accordingly to

a future high average wait time of 6.2 seconds exiting

Westbound and 9 seconds exiting Eastbound. In no case should

these times exceed 23 seconds nor 35 seconds, respectively, as

a maximum.

The effects of tripling the current level of pedestrian

traffic at the intersections immediately East and West of the

structure had a negligible effect on the performance measures.

This supported DKS Associates' contention that the impact on
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the structure of pedestrian traffic was negligible enough to

disregard as a design issue.

In addition to the model results, the inclusion of

underground pedestrian walkways between the Capitol building

and the structure and the general low numbers of pedestrians

(i.e. no walkway in the entire grid of concern, even doubled,

caused the total number of pedestrians crossing the street in

any direction at peak AM or PM period to exceed 180) can also

be cited to support the DKS assertion. It should also be

pointed out that, at lighted pedestrian crossings, pedestrians

have only a 9.9 second window, at maximum, to cross the

largest and busiest of intersections in the grid of concern.

This can be cited as a further proof of the small influence

of pedestrian traffic on traffic flows. Finally in 10 days

worth of observing pedestrians cross signed and unsigned

streets in the grid of concern, this investigator did not

observe more than 12 instances where cars actually took

evasive action (slowing down or stopping) to avoid pedestrians

crossing the street.

Finally, it was asserted by the contractor's project

engineer that varying the departure of vehicles from the

structure at some rate that was not constant over the peak

hour might have a significant effect on the measures. To

address this the model created departures at rates which

matched the peak hour fifteen minute traffic flow during the

AM and PM rush hour (as reported, by Salem's traffic
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management section). The graphs in figures 17 and 18, on the

next two pages, show the results of this altered creation as

it effected the average waiting time at the structure.

The first graph shows the peak AM figures by fifteen

minute intervals starting at 7 am and going to 8 am. This is

different by one half hour from what DKS Associates said was

the peak AM traffic hour (in figure 3 DKS displayed it as 6:30

to 7:30). The second graph shows the peak PM hour, every

fifteen minutes from 4:30 to 5:00 pm (this peak hour agreed

with figure 3). Both graphs depict the situation at the West

exit for the structure. The data demonstrated no significant

change between the basic AM and PM model output and the

modified versions shown in the figures that follow.

FUTURE RESEARCH

In concluding the project, there were some areas that

could merit future research. The first was that field

validation of the model results is still required. This could

be extended to making a comparison of the various other models

(i.e. log-normal, etc.) reported on in the literature as being

good models to use for handling movement time headway and the

generalized Gamma model (resulting in a Weibull formulation)

used for the model. These results could be compared using the

actual data from the field validation of the performance

measures and conclusions drawn.
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APPENDIX 1: BASE / AM / PM MODEL FRAME

BEGIN;

RET1

PET2

ATTRIBUTES: A(1) = TIME IN SYSTEM
A(2) = NEXT STATION NUMBER
A(3) = INTERSECTION DELAY TIME
A(4) = STREET PASSAGE TIME
A(5) = ATTRIBUTE FOR ENTERING GRAGE (1=ENTEP)

CREATE;,1;
EVENT:2;
ALTER:LANE(1),-1;
ALTER:LANE(2),-1;
ALTER:LANE(3),-1;
ALTER:LANE(4),-1;
ALTER:LANE(14),-1;
ALTER:LANE(15),-1;
ALTER:LANE(16),-1;
ALTER:LANE(17),-1;
ALTEP:LANE(22),-1;
ALTER:LANE(23),-1;
ALTER:LANE(24),-1;
ALTER:LANE(25),-1;
ALTER:LANE(26),-1;
ALTER:LANE(27),-1;
ALTEP:LANE(9),-2;
ASSIGN:X(1)=0;
ASSIGN:X(7)=TNCW+25.2;
ALTER:LANE(S),-4;
ALTER:LANE(9),1;
DELAY:25.3;
ASSIGN:X(1)=1;
ASSIGN:X(7)=TNOW+29.7;
ALTEP:LANE(8),4;
ALTER:LANE(9),-1;
DELAY:29.7:NEXT(RET1);

Event 3 establishes where and how cars turn
Alter allows lane to be used or cars to stop
- means stop + go Lanes 1-4 are at Chemeketa
and Winter

14 and 15 are at Structure West Exit

16 and 17 are at East Exit

22-25 are at Chemeketa @ Capitol

26 & 27 are at East and West Enterances

9 is @ Winter and Marion

RE? 1 initialized the light at Winter & Marion
sets it on a cycle time and sychronizes it between
all intersecting lanes by an offset,

CFEATE:,1;
ASSIGN:X(2)=0;
ASSIGN:X(8)=TNOW+14.3;
ALTER:LANE(11),-2;
DELAY:14.3; RET 2 does the same as RET 1 except for Marion
ASSIGN:X(2)=1; @ Summer,
ASSIGN:X(8)=TNOW4-26.95;
ALTEP:LANE(11),4;
ALTEP:LANE(10),-4;
DELAY:26.95;
ASSIGN:X(2)=0;
ASSIGN:X(8)=TNOW+28.05;
ALTER:LANE(11),-4;
ALTER:LANE(10),4;
DELAY:28.05:NEXT(FET2);

CPEATE:,1;
ASSIGN:X(3)=0;
ASSIGN:X(9)=TNOW+3.3;
ALTER:LANE(18),-2;
DELAY:2.3;

RET3 ASSIGN:X(2)=1;
ASSIGN:X(3)=TNOW+24.7S;

RET 3 does the same thing for Marion @ Capitol



APPENDIX 1: BASE / AM / PM MODEL FRAME (CONTINUED)

RET4

;

ALTER:LANE(I8),4;
ALTER:LANE(19),-4;
DELAY:24.75;
ASSIGN:X(3)=0;
ASSIGN:X(9)=TNOW+30.25;
ALTER:LANE(18),-4;
ALTEP:LANE(19),4;
DELAY:30.25:NEXT(FET3);

CREATE:,1;
ASSIGN:X(4)=0;
ASSIGN:X(10)=TNOW+3.3;
ALTER:LANE(5),-2;
ALTER:LANE(7),-1;
DELAY:3.3;.
ASSIGN:X(4)=1;
ASSIGN:X(10)=TNOW+29.7;
ALTER:LANE(5),4;
ALTER:LANE(7),-1;
DELAY:29.7;
ASSIGN: X(4) =0;
ASSIGN:X(10)=TNOW+25.3;
ALTER:LANE(5),-4;
ALTER:LANE(7),1;
DELAY:25.3:NEXT(RET4);

CREATE:,1;
ASSIGN:X(5)=0;
ASSIGN:X(11)=TNOW+14.3;
ALTER:LANE(12),-2;
DELAY:14.3;

RETS ASSIGN:X(5)=1;
ASSIGN:X(I1)=TNOW+35.2;
ALTER:LANE(12),4;
ALTER:LANE(13),-4;
DELAY:35.2;
ASSIGN:X(5)=0;
ASSIGN:X(11)=TNOW+19.8;
ALTEP:LANE(12),-4;
ALTER:LANE(13),4;
DELAY:19.8:NEXT(RETf);

CREATE:,1;
ASSIGN:X(6)=0;
ASSIGN:X(12)=TNOW+22.55;
ALTEP:LANE(20),-2;
ALTEP:LANE(21),-1;
DELAY:22.55;

RET6 ASSIGN:X(6) =1;
ASSIGN:X(12)=TNOw+30.25;
ALTEP:LANE(20),4;
ALTER:LANE(21),-1;
DELAY:30.25;
ASSIGN:X(6)=0;
ASSIGN:X(12)=TNOW+24.75;
ALTER:LANE(20),-4;
ALTER:LANE(21),1;
DELAY:24.75:NEXT'FETE);
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RET 4 does the same for Center @ Winter

RET 5 does the same for Center @ Summer

RET 6 does the same thing for Center @ Capitol
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CREATE:EX(1,1);
ASSIGN:A(2)=1;
EVENT: 6;
ROUTE:0,A(2);

CREATE:EX(2,2);
POUTE:0,5;

CREATE:EX(3,3);
ROUTE:0,10;

CREATE:EX(4,4);
ROUTE:0,18;

CREATE:EX(5,5);
ASSIGN:A(2)=24;
EVENT:6;
ROUTE:0,A(2);

CREATE:EX(6,6);
ROUTE:0,25;

CREATE:EX(7,7);
ROUTE:0,4;

CREATE:EX(10,7);
ROUTE:0,14;

CREATE:EX(11,7);
ROUTE:0,17;

STATION,1-25;
OUEUE,M:MARK(1);
SEIZE:LANE(M);
EVENT:1;
DELAY:A(3);
RELEASE:LANE(M);
TALLY:M,INT(1);
ROUTE:A(4),A(2);

Chmeketa eastbound

Center eastbound

Summer southbound

Marion eastbound

Chemeketa westbound

Capital northbound

Winter northbound

Grage exit south

Grage exit north
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All Create routines use
an Exponential Distribution
described in the Experimental
frame by the parameter set
aad random stream in brackets
(parameter,stream)

to make
cars at some inter-arrival
rate on the street identified

Stations sieze a lane when its available, get a destination
and delay time, move through the intersection, release
the lane have statistics tallied

on attributes of interest
then get routed to their next destination
ASSIGN STREET & INTERSECTION PASSAGE TIME

1-25 apply for all intersections in the grid of interestto include the exits.
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STATION,26-27; 26 and 27 handle the imaginary stop at the enterances.

OUEUE,M:MARK(1);
SEIZE:LANE(M);
EVENT:2;
EVENT:4; ASSIGN STREET & INTERSECTION PASSAGE TIME
DELAY:A(2);
RELEASE:LANE(M);
TALLY:M,INT(r);
BRANCH,1:

IF,C(A(2).E0.15).0R.(A(2).EO.16)),LB1:
ELSE,LB2;

LB1 ROUTE:A(4),A(2);
LB2 EVENT: 5: DISPOSE; Event 5 counts and disposes of cars entering the lot.

STATION,28; 28 counts and disposes of cars leaving on Chemeketa

COUNT:1:DISPOSE; Westbound

STATION,29; 29 does the same for Chemeketa East

COUNT:2:DISPOSE;

STATION,30;
COUNT:;;: DISPOSE;

STATION,21;
COUNT: 4: DISPOSE;

STATION,32;
COUNT:S:DISPOSE;.

STATION,33;
COUNT:7:DISPOSE;

STATION,34;
COUNT: 8: DISPOSE;

STATION,35;
COUNT:9:DISPOSE;

END;

30 does it for Capitol South @ Chemeketa

31 for Capitol North @ Marion

32 for Center East @ Capitol

33 for Winter North @ Marion

34 for Winter South @ Chemeketa

35 for Marion West @ Winter
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BEGIN;
PROJECT,CAPITOL MALL STR,STEVE WHITE,9/24/1990;
DISCRETE, 1000,5,27,35;
PESOURES:1-27,LANE,2;
DISTRIBUTIONS:1,UN(9,3): 'Traf light , Strait&Right

2,UN(16,1): !Traf light , Left
3,UN'17,4': !4-way stop, All Straight Right 0,2 others4,UN(18,5): '4-way stop, Right w/ one other @ intersection5,UN(19,6): !4-way stop, Right w/2 others, Left, 0 other.E,UN(20,6); !4-way stop, Left 1,2,3 others @ intersectionPARAMETERS:1,0: !CHEM E

2,1.24: !CENTER E
3,3.58: !SUMMER S
4,2.88: 'MARION W
5,0: !CHEM W
6, 13.90: !CAPITAL N
7,12.99: 'WINTER N
8,.8,0,.9,1,1.0,2: '0-STRAIGHT,1-LEFT,2-RIGHT9,.74,1.2: 'STOP SIGN DELAY (UN)
10,73.47: 'GARAGE EGRESS S (WEST EXIT)
11,45.0: !GARAGE EGRESS N (EAST EXIT)
12,324: !CHEMEKETA EBOUND BACKGROUND(VEH/HP)13,0.0: !CHEM EBOUND TO GARAGE
14,308: 'CHEMEKETA WEOUND BACKGROUND
15,0.0: 'CHEM WBOUND TO GARAGE
16,.98,1.2: !16-20 ARE PARAMETERS FOP EXP DISTRIBUTION 1-617,2.9,6.2:

19,3.9,7.0:
20,4.2,8.1;

COUNTERS:1,EXIT CHEM W: ! COUNT THE VARIOUS CAPS LEAVING SYSTEM @ LOCALES::,EXIT CHEM E:
3,EXIT CAP S:
4,EYIT CAP N:
5,EXIT CENTER E:
6,EXIT SUM S:
7,EYIT WIN N:
STEYIT WIN S:
9,EXIT MAP W:
10,EAST RAMP:
11,WEST RAMP;

TALLIES:1,CHEM @ WINTER E: ! GET WAITING TIME OF CAPS AT VARIOUS OUEUEE:',WINTER @ CHEM S:
3,CHEM @ WINTER W:
4,WINTEF Co CHEM N:
5,CENTEP @ WINTEF E:
6,WINTEF @ CENTER S.:
-',WINTER Co CENTER N:
8,MARION @ WINTER W:
9,WINTER @ MARION N:
11).SUMMER @ MARION S:
11,M4,PiON Co SUMMER W:
12,CENTER @ BUMMER E:
12,SUMMEF Co CENTER S:
14,GF'AGE EXIT S:
15,CHEM @ GRAGE W:
I6,CHEM @ GRAGE E:
17,GRAGS EXIT N:
12,MAPI1DN @ CAPITAL W:
13,CAF'ITAL @ MARION N:
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20, CENTER @ CAPITAL E:
21,CAPITAL @ CENTER. N:
2, CHEM @ CAPITAL E:

23,CAPITAL @ CHEM S:
24,CHEM @ CAPITAL W:
25,CAPITAL @ CHEM N:
26,GRAGE INGRESS E:
27,GPAGE INGRESS W;

DSTAT:1,N0(1),CHEM @ *WINTER E: GET THE # IN THE QUEUES @ VARIOUS LOCALES2,N0(2),WINTER @ CHEM S:
3,N0(:),CHEM @ WINTER W:
4,NC 4),WINTEP @ CHEM N:
5,N0(5),CENTER @ WINTER E:
6,NQ(6),WINTEP @ CENTER S:
7,N0(7),WINTEP @ CENTER N:
8,N0(8),MARION @ WINTER W:
D,N0(3,,WINTEP @ MARION N:
10,N0(10),SUMMEP @ MARION S:
11,N0(11),MARION @ SUMMER W:
1:,NO(12),CENTER @ SUMMER E:
13,N0(12),SUMMEF @ CENTER S:
14,N0(14),GRAGE EXIT S:
15,N0(15),CHEM @ GRAGE W:
16,N0(16),CHEM @ GFAGE E:
17,N0(17),GPAGE EXIT N:
18,N0(18),MARION @ CAPITAL W:
19,N0(19),CARITAL @ MARION N:
20,N0(20),CENTER @ CAPITAL E:
21,N0(21),CAPITAL @ CENTER N:
22,N0(22),CHEM @ CAPITAL E:
2S,N0(221,CAFITAL @ CHEM S:
24,N0,24,,CHEM @ CAPITAL W:
25,N0(25),CAPITAL @ CHEM N:
2E,NC(2E',INGFESS E:
_',NC" 27),INGRESS W;

FEFLICATE,1,18No,36;
' SFECIF HOW LONG TO RUN SIMULATION;TPACE,0.0,3Eu;
' PUT IN TROUBLE

SHOOTING FJN'I-rITJ
Pir.;

' ALWAYS END
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C
C

CHEMEKETA
PROGRAMMERS STEVE WHITE

SUBROUTINE EVENT(NCAR,N)
GO TO (1,2,3,4,5,6),N
CALL TURNSECTION(NCAR)
RETURN
CALL INGRESS(NCAR)
RETURN

3 CALL CHEMCREATE This just establishes a shell to access
RETURN and leave various routines while executing

4 CALL BLOCKAGE(NCAR) the simulation
RETURN

5 CALL GRAGECOUNT(NCAR)
RETURN

6 CALL POUTING(NCAP)
RETURN
END

C

SUBROUTINE TURNSECTION(NCAR)

COMMON/SIM/D(50),DL(50),S(50),SL(50),X(50),DTNOw,TNOw,TFIN,J,NPUN
COMMON/USER/I
NS=MCNCAR)
IF <NS.EQ.13) THEN
CALL COUNT(6,1)

This routine tells cars which direction toEND IF
turn at which intersections.IF (NS.E0.1) THEN

STRAIGHT=.244
NS = the station or intersection numberTLEFT=.076

BKGD=C0(12)
cars can only go straight, left, or rightENTER=C0(13)

STRAIGHT=((PKGD*STRAIGHT)+ENTEP)/(BtGD+ENTER)
TLEFT=(BKGD*TLEFT)/(BKGD+ENTER)
CALL SETP(S,I,STRAIGHT)
CALL SETP(8,3,(STRAIGHT+TLEFT))

In the routine 1 is straight, 2 left, 3 isELSE IF (NS.E0.2) THEN
right.CALL SETP(8,1,.667)

CALL SETP(8,3,.710)
SETP lets the program set the appropriateELSE IF (NS.E0.2) THEN
value for parameter set (i 8, straight,CALL SETP(8,1,.464)
left, right (1,2,3), to a value )CALL SETP(S,2,.56)
Of course the value after 1,2,3 are summedELSE IF (NS. ED. 4) THEN
must total to 100%.CALL SETP(8,1,.464)

CALL SETP(8,3,.560)
ELSE IF (NS.E0.5) THEN

A special routine is provided at station 1 &24CALL SETP(8,1,.706)
to insure that normal traffic, at the lot, goCALL SETP(8,3,.824)
straight through while other going to the lotELSE IF (NS.EQ.7) THEN
do not. The CO(0) variables allow one toCALL SETP(8,1,.565)
set these values in interaction with SIMAN'sCALL SETP(8, . 565)
experimental frame. This saves having to changeELSE IF (NS.E0.8) THEN
the model frame each time the simulation needsCALL SETP(8,1,.949)
to be run with some new level of background orCALL SETP(8,3,.943)
lot bound cars.ELSE IF (NS. ED. 3) THEN

CALL SETP(B, 1, . 2CZ)
CALL SETP(8,2,1.01

The statements are straight forward, they sayELSE IF (NS.E0. 10) THEN
what a car will do if it is at any given stationCALL SETF( 8, 1, . 547)
with respect to directing some proportion of theCALL SETP(8, :2, .547)
total straight, left, or right. Where statisticalELSE IF ( NS. EQ. 11, THEN
counts are necessary, counts may occur in the code.
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CALL SETP(8,1,.946)
CALL SETP(8,3,1.0)

ELSE IF (NS.ED.18) THEN
CALL SETP(8,1,.742)
CALL SETP(8,3,.742)

ELSE IF (NS.02.19) THEN
CALL SETp(9,1,..324
CALL SETP(8,3,1.0)

ELSE IF (NS.EQ.20) THEN
CALL SETP(8,1,.510)
CALL SETP(8,3,A60)

ELSE IF (NS.EQ.21) THEN
CALL SETP(8,1,.999)
CALL SETP(8,3,.999)

ELSE IF (NS.EQ.22) THEN
CALL SETP(8,1,.790)
CALL SETP(8,3,.794)

ELSE IF (NS.ED.23) THEN
CALL SETP(8,1,.921)
CALL SETP(8,3,1.0)

ELSE IF (NS.E0.24) THEN
STRAIGHT=.707
TLEFT=0.0
BKGD=C0(14)
ENTER=C0(15)
STRAIGHT=((BKGD*STRAIGHT)+ENTEP)/(8KGD+ENTER)
TLEFT=(BKGD*TLEFT)/(13KGD+ENTEP)
CALL SETP(8,1,STRAIGHT)
CALL SETP(8,3,(TLEFT+STPAIGHT))

ELSE IF (NS.ECL25) THEN
CALL SETP(8,1,.999)
CALL SETP(8,3,.999)

END IF
ND=DP(8,1)

This next series of commands sets values for
where to go next (attribute 2) and how fastIF((NS.E0.5.AND.ND.E0.2)) THEN where

go there (attribute 4). 4 is based on theCALL SETA(NCAP,2,2.)
posted speed and 2 is based on which directionCALL SETA(NCAP,4,12.4)
the car ends up going based on the % of flowELSE IF(iNS.E0.14).0P.(NS.E0.1-,)) THEN

previously determined and whereCALL SETA(NCAP, )
the car is coming from.CALL SETA(NCAP,4,12.4)

ELSE IF((NS.E12.2.AND.ND.E0.2).0P.(NS.E0.4.AND.ND.E0.0).
+ OF.(NS.E0.1.AND.ND.E0.1)) THEN

The commands enumerate all possible situations atCALL SETA(NCAP,2,7.)
all intersections in the grid of concern.CALL SETA(NCAR,4,12.4)

ELSE IF«NS.E0.10.AND.NO.E0.2).0R.(NS.E0.11.AND.ND.E0.31 THEN
CALL SETA(NCAF,2,8.)
CALL SETA(NCAP,4,10.2)

ELSE IF(iNS.E0.7.AND.ND.E0.0).0P.(NS.E0.5:.AND.NO.E0.1) THEN
CALL SETA(NCAP12,9.)
CALL SETA(NCAP,4,12.4)

ELSE IF((NS.E0.18.AND.ND.E0.0(.0R.(NS.E0.19.AND.ND.E0.1 )) THEN
CALL SETA04CAP,2,11.)
CALL SETA(NCAR,4,10.)

ELSE IF((NS.ED.7.AND.ND.ED.L:).CE.(NS.E0.5.AND.ND.E0.
+ OP.(NS.EO.6.AND.ND.E0.1)) THEN

CALL SETA(NCAP,2,12.)
CALL SETANCAR,4,10.:)

ELSE IF(iNS.E0.11.AND.ND.E0.1).0P.(NS.E0.1(:0.AND.ND.ED.0 THEN
CALL SETA(NCAP,2,12.)
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CALL SETA(NcA,4,1...:)
ELSE IF((NS.E0.23.AND.ND.E0.2).0P.(NS.E0.24.AND.ND.E0.0).CM.

+(NS.EQ.25.AND.ND.E0.1)) THEN
CALL SETA(NCAP,2,::E.)
CALL SETA(NCAP,4,10.1)

ELSE IF((NS.E0.4.AND.ND.E0.2).CP.(NS.EC.1.AND.ND.E0.0).0P.
+ (NS.E0.2.AND.ND.E0.1)) THEN

CALL SETA(NCAP,2,27.)
CALL SETA(NCAP,4,10.1)

ELSE IF((NS.E0.20.AND.ND.E0.1).0P.(NS.E0.21.AND.ND.E0.0)) THEN
CALL SETA(NCAP,2,19.)
CALL SETA(NCAR,4,10.2)

ELSE IF(CNS.E0.13.).0P.(NS.E0.12 ) THEN
CALL SETA(NCAP,2,20.)
CALL SETA(NCAR,4,10.2)

ELSE IF(( NS.E0.24.AND.ND.E0.2).OF NS.E0.25.AND.ND.E0.0).0P.
+ (NS.E0.22.AND.ND.EC.1)) THEN

CALL SETA(NCAP,2,21.
CALL SETA(NCAR,4,10.2)

ELSE IF((NS.E0.16).DR.(NS.E0.17)) THEN
CALL SETA(NCAP,2,22.)
CALL SETA(NCAR,4,12.4)

ELSE IF((NS.E0.20.AND.ND.E0.2)) THEN
CALL SETA(NCAR,2,23.)
CALL SETA(NCAR,4,10.2)

ELSE IF((NS.E0.2.AND.ND.E0.2).0P.(NS.E0.2.AND.ND.E0.0).0F.
+ (NS.E0.4.AND.ND.E0.1)) THEN

CALL SETA(NCAP,2,28.)
CALL SETA(NCAP,4,0.)

ELSE IF((NS.E0.:2.AND.ND.E0.0).0E.NS.E0.22.AND.ND.E0.1.0R.
(NS.E0.2n.AND.ND.E0.2)) THEN
CALL SETA)NCAP,2,2.)
CALL SETA(NCAP,4,0.)

ELSE IFONS.E0.22.AND.ND.E0.2).0R.(NS.EQ.23.AND.ND.EQ.0).OR.
+ (NS.EQ.24.AND.ND.EQ.1)) THEN

CALL SETA(NCAP,2,30.)
CALL SETA(NCAP,4,0.)

ELSE IF((NS.E0.18.AND.ND.EC.2).0P.(NS.E0.19.AND.ND.E0.0)) THEN
CALL SETA(NCAP,2,31.)
CALL SETA(NCAP,4,0.)

ELSE IF((NS.E0.20.AND.ND.EC.0).0P.(NS.E0.21.AND.ND.E0.2)) THEN
CALL SETA(NCAP,2,32.)
CALL SETA(NCAP,4,0.)

ELSE IF((NS.E0.8.AND.ND.EC.2).0P.(NS.E0.?.AND.ND.E0.0)) THEN
CALL SETA(NCAP,2,22.)
CALL SETA(NCAP,4,0.)

ELSE IF((NS.E0.1.AND.ND.E0.2).0P.(NS.E0.2.AND.ND.E0.0).0P.
+ (NS.E0.3.AND.ND.E0.1)) THEN

CALL SETA)NCAR,2,24.)
CALL SETA(NCAR,4,0.)

ELSE IF((NS.E0.8.AND.ND.E0.0).0P.)NS.E0.9.AND.ND.E0.1)) THEN
CALL SETA(NCAP,2,35.)
CALL SETA(.NCAP,4,0.)

END IF
The last thing to determine is how much time
_to allow to negociate the intersection basedIF ( (ND. ED. ) OR. ND. ED. 2) THEN

PS=ED( I) on the maneuver being performed and the sit-
uation encountered interm of other cars, pedestrian.CALL SETA(NCAP,2,FS)
etc. Attribute 3 is this time. SETA lets usELSE
specify this value.PS=ED(2)

the value is made = to a variable PS that gets
determined based on an appropriate theoretical
distribution fitted to the situation.
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CALL SETA(NCAR,3,PS)
END IF
IF(iNS.GE.I.AND.NS.LE.41.0P.NS.GE.22.AND.NS.LE.25» THEN

IF(NS.LE.4) THEN
NO1=LFR(1)
NO2=LFR(2)
NO2=LFR(3!
NC14=LFP(4) This block deals with cars at the intersections
NTOTAL=NC11+NO2+No3+N04-1 of Chemeketa @ Winter (GE 1 LE 4) and Chemeketa

The previous lines of code dealt with traffic
lighted intersections ND = 0 or ND = 2.

ELSE @ Capitol (GE 22 LE 25)
NOI=LFP(22)
NO2=LFR(23)
NO2=LFP(24)
NO4=LFP(25)
NTOTAL=NOI+NO2+NO2+NO4-1

END IF
IF(cND.ED.0).°P.(ND.E0.3.AND.((NTOTAL.E0.0).0P. The following code

+(NTOTAL.E0.2)») THEN handles all 4-way stop

PS=ED(3) signed intersections.

CALL SETA(NCAR,3,PS) for various situations

ELSE IF( (ND.ED. 2) .AND. (NTOTAL.E0.1)) THEN of turning ND = 1,2,3

PS=ED(4) with various numbers

CALL SETA(NCAR,3,PS) of cars = NTOTAL @ the

ELSE IF((ND.E0.2.AND.NTDTAL.E0.2).0P.(ND.E0.1.AND.intersection.
+NTOTAL.E0.0)) THEN

PS=ED(5)
CALL SETA(NCAR,3,PS)

ELSE IF((ND.E0.1).AND.(NTOTAL.GT.0 THEN
PS=ED(E)
CALL SETA(NCAR,O,PS)

END IF
ELSE IF(NS.GE.14.AND.NS.LE.17) THEN

PS=ED(4)
CALL SETA(NCAR,3,PS)

END IF
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE INGPESS(NCAP)
COMMON/SIm/D(50),DL50),S(50!
COMMON/USER/I
NS=m(NCAP)

IF (NS.E0.27) THEN
IF (A(NCAP,5).EC.0) THEN
CALL SETA(NcAR,2,16.)
CALL SETA(NCAP,4,3.2)
CALL SETA(NCAR,2,0.)

END IF
ELSE IF (NS.E0.26) THEN

IF (A(NCAR,5).E0.0) THEN
CALL SETA(NCAR,2,I5.)
CALL SETA(NCAR,4,3.3)
CALL SETA(NCAP,3,0.)

END IF
END IF

RETURN
END

,SL(50),X(50),DTNOW,TNOW,TFIN,J,NPUN

At the enterances to the lot(26-East, 27-West)

cars not going to the lot have to be given

a new destination (NCAR,2) and a new travel

time to get there (NCAR4) and accessed some

delay time to do it (NCAR,3). Since the enterance
are imaginary wait lines (NCAR,3) is always set

to 0.

SUBROUTINE CHEMCPEATE
COMMON/SIM/D(5I)),DL50 S(50),SL(50),X(50,,DTNOW,TNOW,TFIN,J,NPUN
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is

COMMON/USER/I
VAR1=3600/(C0(12)+CO(12)i
CALL SETP(1,1,VAR1)
VAR2=3600/(C0(14)+CO(15))
CALL SETP(5,1,VAR2)
RETURN
END

This routine identifies the level of
creating for the garage on chemeketa street
in VAR 1 based on the CO(NM) in the experimental
frame and Var 5 based on 1 = eastbound traffic

while 5 = Westbound traffic

SUBROUTINE BLOCKAGE(NCAF)
COMMON/SIM/D(50),DL(50),S(50),SL(50),X(50),DTNOW,TNOW,TFIN,J,NPUN
COMMON/USER/I
NS= M(NCAR)
IF (NS.EQ.26) THEN
NBLOCr=15

ELSE IF (NS.E0.27) THEN
NBLOCK=16

END IF
IF (NQ(NBLOCK).LT.7) THEN

DT=ED(2)
CALL SETA(NCAR,3,DT)

ELSE
NCRR=LFR(NBLOCK)
DT=A(NCPP,3)
NOUEUE=NO(NBLOCK)-7
DO 10, I=1,NOUEUE

NCRP=LSUCC(NCFF)
DT=DT+A(NCPR,3)

CONTINUE
DT=DT+2.
CALL SETA(NCAR,3,DT)

END IF
FEURN
END

This routine handles situations at the enterances
to the garage should they become blocked due to
cars waiting at stop signs 15 or 16 outside the

exits of the garage.

Where NBLOCK is LT some max number cars can
proceed with some delay time found by ED(3)

Otherwise they must treat the enerance like
a waiting line checking ahead till they can
proceed based on NCRR, the time the car at
the front of the stop sign line proceeds, delaying
themselves by DT which is the sum of the time
when they can proceed + the time = to the time
to turn into the lot or go on into the next

station.

Whatever the case NCAR,3 the intersection delay
time gets set to the appropriate value.

SUBROUTINE GRAGECOUNT(NCAR)
COMMON/SIM/D(50),DL(50),S(50),SL(50),X(50),DTNOW,TNOW,TFIN,J,NPUN
COMMON/USER/I
NS=M(NCAP)
IF (NS.EQ.26) THEN

CALL COUNT(10,1)
ELSE IF (NS.EC.27) THEN

CALL COUNT(11,1)
END IF
RETURN
END

In a straight forward fashion this routine
simply counts cars entering the lot from either

the East or West. ( 10 or 11).

SUBROUTINE ROUTING(NCAR)
COMMON/SIM/D(50),DL(50),S(50),SLL50),X(50),DTNOW,TNOW,TFIN,J,NRUN
COMMON/USER/I
IF (A(NCAR,2).EQ.1) THEN

VAR1=C0(1:)
VAR2=C0(13)

ELSE
VAR1=C0(14)
VAR:=C0(15)

END IF
STRAIGHT=VAR1/(VAR14-VAR2)
CALL SETF(S,I,STRAIGHT)
CALL SETR(8,3,1.0)
DT=DF(8,1,

CALL SETA(NCAF,5,DT)
RETURN
END

This routine determines how traffic at the
lot gets routed (str,lft,raht) by SETP (13,(1,2,3),
and a value)

it does this based on #'s set in the experimental
frame by the CD(*) and letting VAR 1 = background

cars VAR 2 be lot bound cars. Then VAR1 /VAR1+VAR2

is the % to keep going straight all others enter
the lot.

126
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OBSERVATION
NUMBER

4-WAY DATA SAMPLE NUMBER

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 4 4.2 4 3.5 3.9 4.5

2 4.5 4 4.2 4 4 3.9

3 4.1 4 4 3.9 3.9 4.5

4 3.9 4 3.9 3.8 5 4.3

5 3.8 3 4.1 5.1 4.9 4.9

6 4 3.5 4.5 6 4.3 4.6

7 3.9 4 4.6 4.3 5.3 5.1

8 4.2 4 4.2 3.9 3.9 5.2

9 3.2 4.1 4.1 4 2.9 4.9

10 4.1 4 3.7 3.9 3.5 4.3

11 3.5 3.9 4 3.8 6.2 4.1

12 3.1 4.1 4.5 4 3.1 4 . 7

13 2.9 4.3 4.2 3.9 5 4.2

14 2.9 3.5 4.2 4.2 6.2 3.5

15 3.7 4 5.1 3.8 3.9 3.3

16 4 3.9 4.9 4.1 4.5 4.5

17 4 3.9 4 4.5 4.1 4.3

18 3.9 4 3.9 4.1 4.3 5.2

19 3.8 5.1 4.9 3.9 3.9 5.6

20 4.2 4.9 4.2 4.2 4.2 5

21 3.9 3.5 4 4.1 4.5 6.1

22 4 4.1 4.5 4.9 3.9 5.2

23 4 3.9 3.7 4 4.2 4.2

24 3.9 5.1 4.4 3.9 4 5.1

25 4 4.5 4.9 4.2 4.3 4.9

26 3.2 4.1 5 3.8 4.1 6

27 4.2 3.9 4.2 4.2 4.2 6.1
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OBSERVATION
NUMBER

4 -WAY DATA SAMPLE NUMBER

1 2 3 4 5 6

28
.

4 4.1 4.2 4.3
.

4.3 5.2

29 3.9 3.8 4 4 3.8 5.1

30 4 4 4.2 3.9 4.6 5.2

31 3.9 4.1 4.1 4.5 3.9 4.5
32 4 3.9 4.5 4.7 4 5

33 4 3.7 4.5 3.8 4.1 4.8
34 4 3.9 4.3 4.2 4.3 5.2

35 4.1 4.5 4.1 4.1 4.2 5

36 3.9 4.1 4.1 4.3 4.1 4.8

37 3.8 3.7 4 4.5 4.1 3.9
38 4 4 3.9 4 5.3 5.1
39 4.1 4.1 4.3 4.4 3.9 4.7
40 3.8 4.1 4.1 4 4 6 . 1

41 3.1 4 4 3.9 4.5 5.2

42 3 . 5 3 . 9 4 . 2 3 . 8 4 . 3 4 . 5

43 3.8 4.1 5 4.6 3.9 4.2
****f *X x* 4wy-O

oth
4wy-1
oth

4wy -2

oth
4wy-3
oth

4wy-O

oth
4w- I

oth

* * * * * * * * straight straight straight straight right right
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APPENDIX 3: 4-Way Stop Traffic Observed Data Sets (7-12)

OBSERVATION
NUMBER

4-WAY DATA SET NUMBER

7 8 9 10 11 12

1 4.1 3.9 5 5.2 4.9 4.3

2 5.1 3.9 5.2 6.1 6 5

3 4 4 6.1 5.7 7 6.1

4 4.3 3.9 4.9 7.2 6.7 5.9

5 5 4.2 5.9 4.9 6 5.2

6 5.3 4.1 5.1 5 5.1 4.7

7 5.1 4.3 5 6.1 6.1 5.8

8 5.2 4 6.2 5.5 7 5.5

9 4.2 3.8 5.1 5 7.1 6.1

10 4.2 4 4.5 4.9 6.9 6.2

11 4.9 4.1 5.3 5.3 5 5.9

12 6.2 4.2 4.9 5.2 5.1 5.8

13 6.1 4 5.3 4.2 6.4 6.4

14 3.9 3.9 5.2 6.3 6.7 6

15 4.2 4.2 4.7 6.7 4.7 5.9

16 6.1 4.3 5.1 7.1 5.7 5.8

17 5.3 4.5 5.6 6.3 5.2 6

18 6.3 4 6.2 5.2 8.1 6.2

19 6.1 4.1 5 6.7 5.6 6.1

20 5.4 4.2 4.5 5.2 6.1 5.7

21 5 3.9 4.7 5.1 6.3 6.4

22 5.6 4 5.1 6.1 7.3 6.3

23 5.3 4.1 7 6 6.2 5.8

24 6 4.1 5.7 7 5.7 5.9
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OBSERVATION
NUMBER

4-WAY DATA SET NUMBER

7 8 9 10 11 12

25 6.1 3.9 5 6.5 5.2 6.2

26 5.1 3.9 6.1 5.9 5 6.1
27 5.6 4.4 5.2 6.1 6.1 6.3

28 6.1 4.3 4.9 5.3 6 6.5

29 6 4.1 5.1 6.2 6.1 5

30 6.1 4.4 5.2 5.2 6.2 5.9

31 6 4.3 4.9 6 5.3 6

32 5.4 4.2 4.7 6.1 5.1 6.1

33 6 4.1 5 6.2 6.1 6.3

34 5.3 4.2 5.2 5.4 5.7 6.1
35 5.5 4.2 5.1 6 6.2 5.8
36 5.2 4.6 5 5.1 6.4 5.7
37 6.1 4.5 5.1 5.2 6.1 6.1

38 5.4 4.5 5 4.5 6.3 6.2

39 5.6 4 5 6.2 6.4 6

40 5 4.5 6 5.7 6.8 5.9

41 6.1 4.3 5.6 5.1 7.2 6

42 5.4 4.2 6.1 5.6 6.9 6.1
43 6 4 5.3 6.1 6.8 6

***N.,>*x* 4wy-2
oth

4wy-3
oth

4vvy-0
oth

-1

4w,,y- 1

oth
4wy-2
oth

4 wy-3

oth
********* right right left left left left
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APPENDIX 4: RUNS TEST RESULTS FOR ALL DATA SETS

n1 14 17 15 17 17 21 21 20 14 20 17 13
n2 29 26 . 28 26 26 22 22 23 29 22 26 30

v 14 21 18 24 25 17 18 19 18 20 14 14

iu-v 19.88372 21.55814 20.53488 21.55814 21.55814 22.48837 22.48837 22.39535 19.86372 22.39525 21.55914 19.13953
sigaa-v 8.040743 9.573309 8.620876 9.573309 9.573309 10.48242 10.48242 10.38966 8.040743 10.38966 9.573309 7.402457

2 : -0.73174 -0.0583 0.29404 0.25507 0.359527 -0.52358 -0.42818 -0.3268 -0.2427 -0.23055 -0.7895 -0.6342

n1 17 18 14 18 18 17 14 19

n2 26 25 29 25 25 26 29 24

v 19 12 12 27 14 11 12 22

u-y 21.55814 21.93023 19.88372 21.93023 21.93023 21.55814 19.88372 22.2092

sigsa-v 9.573309 9.93201 8.040742 9.93201 9.93201 9.573309 8.040743 10.20536

l : -0.26722 -0.99982 -0.98047 0.510447 -0.79845 -1.10287 -0.98047 0.077479
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APPENDIX 5: KRUSKAL WALLIS RANKED MATRIX / TEST RESULTS

109.5 192 109.5 14.5 60.5 249.5 154.5 60.5 305.5 353 286 221.5
249.5 109.5 192 109.5 109.5 60.5 329.5 60.5 353 451.5 424.5 305.5
154.5 109-5 109.5 60.5 60.5 249.5 109.5 109.5 451.5 397.5 508.5 451.5
60.5 109.5 60.5 30.5 305.5 221.5 221.5 60.5 286 513.5 500.5 410.5
30.5 4 154.5 229.5 286 286 305.5 192 410.5 286 424.5 153

109.5 14.5 249.5 424.5 221.5 265 371.5 154.5 329.5 305.5 329.5 271.5
60.5 109.5 265 221.5 371.5 329.5 329.5 221.5 305.5 451.5 451.5 404
192 109.5 192 60.5 60.5 353 353 109.5 476 384 508.3 284
8.5 154.5 154.5 109.5 2 286 192 30.5 329.5 305.5 511.5 451.5

154.5 109.5 21 60.5 14.5 221.5 192 109.5 249.5 286 505.5 476
14.5 60.5 109.5 30.5 476 154.5 286 154.5 371.5 371.5 305.5 410.5

6 154.5 249.5 109.5 6 271.5 476 192 286 352 329.5 404
2 221.5 192 60.5 305.5 192 451.5 109.5 371.5 192 494 494
2 14.5 192 192 476 14,5 60.5 60.5 353 487.5 500.5 424.5

21 109.5 329.5 30.5 60.5 10 192 192 271.5 500.5 271.5 410.5
109.5 60.5 286 154.5 249.5 249.5 451.5 221.5 325.5 511.5 397.5 404
109.5 60.5 109.5 249.5 154.5 221.5 371.5 249.5 389.5 487.5 353 424,5
60.5 109.5 60.5 154.5 221.5 353 487.5 109.5 47E 352 516 476
30.5 129.5 2136 60.5 60.5 389.5 451.5 154.5 305.5 500.5 389.5 451.5
192 286 192 192 192 305.5 380 192 249.5 352 451.5 397.5

60.5 14.5 109.5 154.5 249.5 451.5 305.5 60.5 271.5 329.5 487.5 494
109.5 154.5 249.5 286 60.5 353 389.5 109.5 329.5 451.5 515 487.5
109.5 60.5 21 109.5 192 192 371.5 154.5 508.5 424.5 476 404
60.5 329.5 234.5 60.5 109.5 329.5 424.5 154.5 397.5 508.5 317.5 410.5
109.5 249.5 286 192 221.5 286 451.5 60.5 305.5 497.5 353 476
8.5 154.5 305.5 30.5 154.5 424.5 329.5 60.5 451.5 410.5 305.5 451.5
192 60.5 192 192 192 451.5 389.5 234.5 353 451.5 451.5 487.5109.5 154.5 192 221.5 221.5 353 451.5 221.5 28E 371.5 424.5 497.5

60.5 30.5 109.5 109.5 30.5 329.5 424.5 154.5 329.5 476 451.5 305.5
009.5 109.5 192 60.5 265 353 451.5 234.5 353 353 476 410.550.5 154.5 154.5 '249.5 60.5 249.5 424.5 221.5 286 424.5 371.5 424.5
109.5 60.5 249.5 271.5 109.5 305.5 380 192 271.5 451.5 329.5 451.5
109.5 21 249.5 30.5 154.5 276.5 424.5 154.5 305.5 476 451.5 487.5
109.5 60.5 221.5 192 221.5 352 371.5 192 352 380 297.5 451.5
154.5 249.5 154.5 154.5 192 305.5 384 192 329.5 424.5 476 404
60.5 154.5 154.5 221.5 154.5 276.5 353 265 305.5 329.5 494 397.5
30.5 21 109.5 249.5 154.5 60.5 451.5 249.5 329.5 352 451.5 451.5

109.5 109.5 60.5 109.5 371.5 329.5 380 249.5 305.5 249.5 487.5 475
154.5 154.5 221.5 234.5 60.5 271.5 385.5 109.5 305.5 476 494 424.5
30.5 154.5 154.5 109.5 109.5 451.5 305.5 249.5 424.5 397.5 502.5 410.5

6 109.1 109.5 60.5 249.5 352 451.5 22.:.5 285.5 329.5 513.5 424.5
14.5 60.5 192 30.5 221.5 249.5 380 192 451.5 383.5 505.5 451.5
30.5 154.5 305.5 265 60.5 192 424.5 109.5 171.5 451.5 503.5 424.5

4 c.", P,. t . .
2580.1 5211 7742 6250 7510.5 11881 15275,5 0777 147:4 17250.: 19775 1E12

93.40699 121.186 180.0698 145.3488 174.6622 276.3022 155.2442 157.8372 346.83': 401.1744 436.6511 421.5277
258.3624

30609.4 18817.35 6:29.737 12772.07 7005.625 321.8409 9386.08 10105.21 7927.751 20395.:' 01786.88 26655.62
7017958

43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 42 43
11115.5 11115.5 11115.5 11115.5 11115.5 11115.5 11115.5 11:15.5 10115.5 11115.5 11115.5 11115.5-7529 -5904.5 -3271.5 -4865.5 -3605 765.5 4160 -4325.5 3798.5 6125 76E0.5 7014.5

56E9584: 348E2:20 11373756 23672030 129960:5 585990.2 17205670 197359:: :44206C: 27539225 58682:60 4920321
1310275 910770.2 264506 550537 302273.1 13627.58 402455.8 425718.9 225548.9 875307.6 136472" 114426:
'2:796!
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APPENDIX 6: RANK ORDER MATRIX TRAFFIC LIGHT DATA / 4-WAY
STOP COMPARISON TEST RESULTS

138.5 310.5 138.5 138.5 277.5 234.5 54.5 310.5

90.5 138.5 178.5 138.5 344 258.5 34.5 138.5

138.5 54.5 192.5 178.5 310.5 214.5 90.5 54.5

54.5 310.5 138.5 90.5 337.5 202.5 138.5 310.5

29.5 17.5 90.5 258.5 320 234.5 90.5 277.5

17.5 90.5 202.5 178.5 327 258.5 54.5 294.5

138.5 277.5 138.5 138.5 334.5 234.5 34.5 277.5

54.5 138.5 277.5 90.5 340 258.5 54.5 234.5

38.5 294.5 294.5 90.5 334.5 192.5 90.5 310.5

138.5 54.5 138.5 178.5 327 202.5 138.5 138.5

29.5 90.5 90.5 234.5 343 214.5 178.5 277.5

54.5 38.5 202.5 90.5 277.5 234.5 90.5 138.5

90.5 138.5 234.5 138.5 310.5 258.5 138.5 138.5

138.5 54.5 234.5 178.5 327 234.5 90.5 54.5

29.5

178.5

90.5

17.5

214.5

202.5

54.5

178.5

341

342

258.5

202.5

54.5

54.5

310.5

310.5
S5 309.5
S8 233.290.5 4 138.5 138.5 337.5 214.5 90.5 294.5

54.5 17.5 90.5 90.5 330.5 202.5 138.5 277.5 S6 232.6
138.5

138.5

9.5

23.5

234.5

258.5

178.5

138.5

294.5

138.5

194.5

234.5

138.5

90.5

258.5

234.5
S3 208.8
S4 141.938.5 1.5 277.5 54.5 277.5 258.5 138.5 277.5

34.! 17.5 294.5 69 294.5 258.5 138.5 310.5 S7 97.8
90.5

178.5

23.5

9.!

234.5

202.5

90.5

138.5

310.5

323.5

234.5

277.5

90.!

54.5

138.5

294.5 S1 94.8
138.5 29.5 214.5 178.5 277.5 234.5 34.5 310.5 S2 61.5
54.5 4 234.5 90.5 294.5 214.5 54.5 138.5

54.5 138.5 25e.5 90.5 90.5 202.5 54.5 234.5

90.5 23.5 277.5 178.5 294.5 214.5 90.5 258.5

138.5 9.5 277.5 178.5 337.5 234.5 :36.5 234.5

178.5 9.5 90.5 138.5 302.5 258.5 178.5 138.5 S5>S3=S6=S8>S1=S2=S7:38.5

90.5

:7.5

9.5

178.5

258.5

178.5

90.5

322.5

322.5

234.5

214.5

90.5

178.5

54.5

234.5 S1=S4
54.5 26 277.5 234.5 318.5 202.5 90.5 258.5 S7=S4
38.5 29.5 234.5 178.5 317 194.5 138.5 258.5 S4>S254.5 23.5 214.5 178.5 302.5 202.5 90.5 234.5

90.5 4 202.5 138.5 318.5 202.5 54.5 138.5

54.5 9.5 138.5 178.5 327 234.5 54.5 294.5

138.5 17.5 178.5 132.5 337.5 304 90.5 234.5

178.5 29.5 294.5 138.5 321 234.5 54.5 294.5

138.! 9.5 202.5 178.5 322 277.5 138.5 277.5

136.5 1.5 294.5 40.5 327 277.5 179.5 234.5

90.5 9.! 2:4.5 176.5 330.5 234.5 138.5 258.5

90.5 17.5 234.5 90.5 332.5 258.5 90.5 277.5

94.777 01.4520 208.7558 141.907 309.4767 232.5581 97.i4884 232.2209

23.32558 113.9767 47.12791 214.6977 137.7791 3.069767 138.4419

142.2023 80.45349 246.0233 171.1047 36.29535 171.7674

66.84884 100.7209 22.80223 110.907 24.465:2

167.5692 96.65116 44.05814 91.21315

76.9186 211.6279 76.",P:

134.7093 0.6E2711

125.2721

1.782 59.62E7

52 S: 54 55 56 57 SE

51 0 1 0 1 I. 0 I

52 1 1 1 1 0 1

S2 1 1 0 0

S4 1 1 0

S5 1

36 1 0

57
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COMPARISON TEST TRAFFIC LIGHT DATA - ALPHA = .15

37.77907 96.66279 61.94186 91.25581 192.8953 271.8372 74.43023 263.4302 317.7674 353.2442 338.2209

58.88372 24.16279 53.47674 155.1163 234.0581 36.65116 225.6512 279.9884 315.4651 300.4419

34.72093 5.406977 96.23256 175.1744 22.23256 166.7674 221.1047 256.5814 241.5581

29.31395 130.9535 209.8953 12.48837 201.4884 255.8256 291.3023 276.2791

101.6395 180.5814 16.82558 172.1744 226.5116 261.9884 246.9651

78.94186 118.4651 70.53488 124.8721 160.3488 145.3256

197.407 8.406977 45.93023 81.40698 66.38372

189 243.3372 278.814 263.7907

54.33721 89.81395 74.7907

35.47674 20.45349

15.02326

3.06 CALC 98.39696

4.1 £2 sl Pc 0' P.2 af c LI (...2 C-*

50 0 0 0' 0. 1 1 0 1 1 1 1

si 0 0 0 1
0 1 1 1

it. 0. 0 0 : 0 : 1 1 1

S3 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 .
1

2 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1

el 0 0 1 1 1

rtZ 1
0 0 0 0

e31 1 1 1

L00 0 0

t. 0 0

ALPHA : .15

SO 83.4
S1 121.2
S2 180.1
S3 145.3
RO 174.7
R3 157.8
R1 276.3
LO 346.8
R2 355.3
L1 401.1
L3 421.6
L2 436.6

LO-R2-R1>S0 S1 S2 S3 RO R3
L3=L2=L1=L0 =R2
L1>R1
L2>R1
L3>R1
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APPENDIX 6: COMPARISON TEST TRAFFIC LIGHT DATA ALPHA = .30

37.77907 96.66279 61.94186 91.25581 192.8953 271.8372 74.43023 263.4302 317.7674 353.2442 338.2209
58.88372 24.16279 53.47674 155.1163 234.0581 36.65116 225.6512 279.9884 315.4651 300.4419

34.72093 5.406977 96.23256 175.1744 22.23256 166.7674 221.1047 256.5814 241.5581
29.31395 130.9535 209.8953 12.48837 201.4884 255.8256 291.3023 276.2791

101.6395 180.5814 16.82558 172.1744 226.5116 261.9884 246.9651

78.94186 118.4651 70.53488 124.8721 160.3488 145.3256

197.407 8.406977 45.93023 81.40698 66.38372

189 243.3372 278.814 263.7907

54.33721 89.81395 74.7907

35.47674 20.45349

15.02326
2.843 CALC 91.41914

0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1

0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1

0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1

0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1

1 1 0 1 1 1 1

0 1 0 1 1 1

1 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1

0 0 0

0 0
ALPHA :.30

0
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APPENDIX 7: LOGNORMAL DISTRIBUTION FITTING 4-WAY STOP DATA
GROUPS

24

20

16

Frequency Histogram

4

0

100

80

, 68

* 40

20

3.7 4.7 5.7 6.7

DELAY.var8,DELAY.var10

Frequency Histogram

Frequency Histogram

7.7 4 5 6 7 8 9

DELAY.var11,DELAY.var12,DELAY.var13

2.7 3.7 4.7 5.7 6.7

DELAY.var2,DELAY.var3,DELAY.var4,DELAY.v

15

12

9
V
C
6
U.
d
6

6

3

0

Frequency Histogram

3.1 4.1 5.1

DELAY.var7
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APPENDIX 7: WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION FITTING 4-WAY STOP DATA
GROUPS

24

20

16

Frequency Histogram

4

0

3.7 4.7 5.7 6.7

DELAY.var8,DELAY.var10

100

80

, 60

C

4 40

20

0

Frequency Histogram

Frequency Histogram

30

25

20

10

0 .11111111,_.,_
1 I I 1 1 t I 1 I I I I I I I I I t I I

7.7 4 5 6 7 8 9

DELAY.var11,DELAY.var12,DELAY.var13

2.7 3.7 4.7 5.7 6.7

DELAY.var2,DELAy.var3,DELAY.var4,DELAY.v

15

12

a 9

+ 6

3

0

Frequency Histogram

3.1 4.1 5.1

DELAY.var7

6.1 7.1
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APPENDIX 7: LOGNORMAL DISTRIBUTION FITTING TRAFFIC LIGHT
GROUPS

8

6

4

F

2

0

15

12

Frequency Histogram

97 107 117 127 137

DELAY.var18

Frequency Histogram

147 157

(X 0.01)

3

0

97 100 103 106

DELAY.yar17

109 112

(X 0.01)

50

40

2,30

L
'20

10

0

30

25

20

15

4.

10

S

Frequency Histogram

96 101 106 111 116 121 126

DELAY.var16,DELAY.var19,DELAY.vaPII0.0E

Frequency Histogram

71 81 91 101 111 121 131

DELAY.var14,DELAY.var15,DELAY.vaP36P01)
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APPENDIX 7: WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION FITTING TRAFFIC LIGHT
GROUPS

8

6

4

L

2

8

Frequency Histogram

97 107 117 127 137

DELAY.var18

15

12

9

6

3

0

147 157

(X 0.01)

Frequency Histogram

97 100

1 1 .

103

DELAY.var17

106

1 1

109 112

50

40

,30

er

# 20

10

0

Frequency Histogram

96 101 106 111 116 121 126

DELAY.var16,DELAY.var19,DELAY.vaPi10.0"

30

25

20

,15

4:

10

5

8

Frequency Histogram

71 81 91 101 111 121 131

(X 0.01) DELAY.var14,DELAY.var15,DELAY.vaPRP'81)
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APPENDIX 8: CHI-SQUARE TEST SUMMARY - FOR TWO 4-WAY STOP
FITTINGS

DATA
VARIABLES
USED

DISTRIBUTION
FITTED

CHI-SQ
STATISTIC DOF SIGNIFICANCE

Var 8,
Var 10

Weibull 51.2994 7 8.02218E")

Gamma 50.2291 7 1.30235E")

Normal 48.8879 7 2.38661E")

Erlang 50.219 7 1.31308E")

Triangular 48.877 6 7.88961E")

Uniform 78.827 3 0

Lognormal 51.17 7 7.86973E")

Var 11,
Var 12,
Var 13

Weibull 35.4875 9 4.88662E(-5)

Gamma 30.0449 8 2.07548E")

Normal 29.1076 8 3.03598E")

Erlang 30.0229 8 2.09420Ee4)

Triangular 58.7041 9 2.38071E")

Uniform 143.236 14 0

Lognormal 31.0676 8 1.36663E")
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APPENDIX 8: K-S TEST SUMMARY FOR TWO 4-WAY STOP FITTINGS

DATA
VARIABLES
USED

DISTRIBUTION
FITTED

DN
STATISTIC. SIGNIFICANCE

Var 8,
Var 10

Weibull .152463 .0366992

Gamma .120699 .16314

Normal .122527 .151147

Erlang .121098 .160462

Triangular .137054 .079044

Uniform .234809 1.52234E-4)

Lognormal .118195 .186789

Var 11,
Var 12,
Var 13

Weibull .0855479 .0248396

Gamma .133651 .0199328

Normal .119348 .0507008

Erlang N/A N/A

Triangular .159493 2.82333E")

Uniform .288611 0

Lognormal .14012 .0126223
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APPENDIX 8: CHI-SQUARE TEST SUMMARY FOR TWO T-LIGHT FITTINGS

DATA
VARIABLES
USED

DISTRIBUTION
FITTED

CHI-SQ
STATISTIC DOF SIGNIFICANCE

Var 18 Weibull 7.57186 3 .0557406

Gamma 10.307 3 .016129

Normal 9.36421 3 .0248207

Erlang 10.3208 3 .0160273

Triangular 7.40956 2 .0246057

Uniform 13.3625 3 3.91483E"/

Lognormal 10.3527 10

Var 16,
Var 19,
Var 21

Weibull 119.779 10 .195738

Gamma N/A N/A N/A

Normal 104.608 9 0

Erlang N/A N/A N/A

Triangular 111.949 9 0

Uniform 242.186 12 0

Lognormal 124.413 10 1.36663E"
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APPENDIX 8: K-S TEST SUINARY - FOR TWO T-LIGHT FITTINGS

DATA
VARIABLES
USED

DISTRIBUTION
FITTED

DN
STATISTIC. SIGNIFICANCE

Var 18 Weibull .103545 .745866

Gamma .155661 .248428

Normal .146816 .312104

Erlang .155735 .247942

Triangular .111273 .079044

Uniform .214358 .038446

Lognormal .118195 1.01885E")

Var 16,
Var 19,
Var 21

Weibull .195739 1 01885Ee4j

Gamma N/A N/A

Normal .180136 4.6259E")

Erlang N/A N/A

Triangular .17075 1.08195E"/

Uniform .237491 9.57839E(-73

Lognormal .18852 2.08377E")
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APPENDIX 9: 1990 BASE WAIT TIME RESULTS

BASE MODEL RESULTS

AVERAGE WAITING TIME AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS ALONG CHEMEKETA STREET

LOCALE

RUN 22 3 14 15 1 16 17 26 27

1 4.2326 2.9178 0.0000 4.8503 4.9698 0.0000 4.8002 5.4793

2 4.1069 3.0667 0.0000 4.6101 5.2680 0.0000 4.5285 5.5894

3 4.1907 3.1263 0.0000 4.8022 5.0195 0.0000 4.5738 4.9866

4 4.0649 2.8583 0.0000 4.5141 4.8207 0.0000 4.1662 5.6990

5 4.4002 2.9178 0.0000 4.7542 4.8704 0.0000 4.6643 5.5894

6 4.1488 2.9774 0.0000 5.2825 4.8704 0.0000 4.4379 5.5346

ave 4.1907 2.9774 0.0000 4.8022 4.9698 0.0000 4.5285 5.4793

var 0.1185 0.1014 0.0000

_

0.2665 0.1704 0.0000 0.2162 0.2523

CI. 0.1244
4

0.1064 0.0000 0.2797 0.1789 0.0000 0.2269 0.2648

MAXIMUM WAITING TIME AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS ALONG CHEMEKETA STREET

LOCALE

RUN
#

22 3 14 15 16 17 26 27

1 8.8436 7.8568 0.0000 8.4567 7.5686 0.0000 8.8463 16.511

2 9.2159 7.9353 0.0000 8.0462 7.8873 0.0000 8.3949 17.006

3 9.8676 7.3068 0.0000 8.7030 7.9670 0.0000 9.0268 16.181

4 9.4952 7.6211 0.0000 7.8820 8.4450 0.0000 8.1241 17.501

5 9.3090 8.2496 0.0000 8.2104 7.1863 0.0000 9.9295 15.850

9.1229 8.1710 0.0000 7.9641 7.8076 0.0000 9.8392 16.015

ave 9.3090 7.8568 0.0000 8.2104 7.9670 0.0000 9.0268 16.511

var 0.3483 0.3513 0.0000 0.3158 0.4197 0.0000 0.7377 0.6351

CI 0.3655 0.3687 0.0000 0.3315 0.4406 0.0000 0.7743 0.6667
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APPENDIX 9: 1990 BASE # OF CARS RESULTS

BASE MODEL RESULTS

AVERAGE # OF CARS WAITING AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS ALONG CHEMERETA STREET

LOCALE

RUN 22 3 14 15 16 17 26 27

1 0.0101 0.0000 0.0000 0.0101 0.0105 0.0000 0.0101 0.0105
2 0.0100 0.0000 0.0000 0.0100 0.0104 0.0000 0.0105 0.0490

3 0.0098 0.0000 0.0000 0.0105 0.0098 0.0000 0.0099 0.0485

4 0.0097 0.0000 0.0000 0.0098 0.0097 0.0000 0.0100 0.0500

5 0.0105 0.0000 0.0000 0.0097 0.0101 0.0000 0.0098 0.0525

6 0.0099 0.0000 0.0000 0.0099 0.0096 0.0000 0.0097 0.0495

ave 0.0100 0.0000 0.0000 0.0100 0.0100 0.0000 0.0100 0.0500

var 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.0002 0.0003 0.0000 0.0002 0.0161

1 CI 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.0002 0.0003 0.0000 0.0002 0.0169

MAXIMUM # OF CARS WAITING AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS ALONG CHEMERETA STREET

LOCALE

RUN 22 3 14 15 16 17 26 27

1 1.0000 1.0100 0.0000 1.0500 0.9500 0.0000 0.9700 2.9400
2 0.9500 0.9800 0.0000 1.0400 0.9900 0.0000 1.0600 2.9100

"-I
3.16003 0.9900 0.9700 0.0000 1.0000 1.0600 0.0000 0.9800

4 1.0600 1.0500 0.0000 0.9800 1.0200 0.0000 1.0200 2.9600

5 1.0200 0.9900 0.0000 0.9700 1.0000 0.0000 0.9800 2.9900
6

L. J
0.9800 1.0000 0.0000 0.9600 0.9800 0.0000 0.9900 3.0400

ave 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000
...===.1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 3.0000

var 0.0341 0.0282 0.0000 0.0374 0.0374 0.0000 0.0340 0.0901

CI 0.0353 0.0296 0.0000 0.0392 0.0392 0.0000 0.0357 0.0945
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APPENDIX 9: 1990 CASE I AM WAIT TIME RESULTS

CASE 1 AM MODEL 1990 RESULTS

AVERAGE WAITING TIME AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS ALONG CHEMEXETA STREET

LOCALE

RUN 22 3 14 15 16 17 26 27

1 4.0875
_._

3.3618 4.6927 4.9727 4.8959 4.9707 4.5924 5.0746
2 4.2596 3.3298 4.8904 4.7240 4.8474 4.9234 4.4560 5.2883
3 4.5608 3.1377 5.2361 4.9229 4.7505 4.7340 4.4106 5.6622
4 4.3026 3.1057 4.9397 5.2710 4.7020 4.6398 4.5470 5.4485
5

_

4.3887 3.0737 5.0385 5.0721 5.0898 4.5920 4.7743 5.2349
6 4.2166 3.2018 4.8409 4.8732 4.7990 4.5447 4.5015 5.3417
ave 4.3026 3.2018 4.9397 4.9727 4.8474 4.7340 4.5470 5.3417

var 0.1609 0.1197 0.1848 0.1860 0.1371 0.1771 0.1286 0.1998

CI 0.1689 0.1257 0.1939 0.1952 0.1439 0.1859 0.1349 0.2097

MAXIMUM WAITING TIME AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS ALONG CHEMEXETA STREET

LOCALE

RUN 22 3 14 15 16 17 26 27

1 11.530 11.031 10.301 8.6510 8.3223 6.9001 6.7202 11.237
2 11.420 11.496 9.9954 8.3941 7.9260 7.2451 7.0032 10.904
3 10.981 12.309 9.8934 8.5654 8.2430 7.1761 7.0739 10.792
4 10.761 11.844 10.199 8.3084 7.7675 6.7621 7.4984 11.682
5 10.651 11.612 10.709 8.9937 7.6882 6.6931 7.2154 11.015
6 10.541 11.380 10.097 8.4797 7.6089 6.6241 6.9324 11.126

ave 10.981 11.612 10.199 8.5654 7.9260 6.9001 7.0739 11.126
var 0.4142 0.4345 0.2884 0.2422 0.2965 0.2581 0.2646 0.3147

CI 0.4348 0.4560 0.3027 0.2542
J
0.3112 0.2709 0.2778 0.3303
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APPENDIX 9: 1990 CASE I AM # OF CARS RESULTS

CASE 1 AM MODEL 1990 RESULTS

AVERAGE # OF CARS WAITING AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS ALONG CHEMEKETA STREET

LOCALE

RUN 22 3 14 15 16 17 26 27

1 0.0315 0.0100 0.0000 0.0105 0.0150 0.0000 0.0000 0.0380

2 0.0312 0.0101 0.0000 0.0104 0.0100 0.0000 0.0000 0.0390

3 0.0294 0.0098 0.0000 0.0098 0.0104 0.0000 0.0000 0.0424

4 0.0291 0.0097 0.0000 0.0100 0.0098 0.0000 0.0000 0.0408

5 0.0288 0.0105 0.0000 0.0097 0.0097 0.0000 0.0000 0.0392

6 0.0300 0.0099 0.0000 0.0096 0.0091 0.0000 0.0000 0.0400

ave 0.0300 0.0100 0.0000 0.0100 0.0100 0.0000 0.0000 0.0400

var 0.0011
imImemmosmisur

CI 0.0011

0.0002 0.0000 0.0003 0.0021 0.0000 0.0000 0.0014

0.0002 0.0000

volormirmair

0.0003 0.0022 0.0000 0.0000 0.0015

MAXIMUM 41 OF CARS WAITING AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS ALONG CHEMEKETA STREET

LOCALE

RUN
#

22 3 14 15 16 17 26 27

1 2.0200 0.9500 1.0000 1.0500 1.0100 1.0500 1.0000 2.0000

2 1.9600 1.0000 1.0100 1.0400 0.9800 1.0400 0.9500 2.0200

3 1.9400 0.9900 0.9800 0.9800 1.0000 1.0000 0.9900 1.9600

4 2.1000 1.0600 0.9700 0.9700 0.9700 0.9800 1.0600 2.1000

5 2.0000 1.0200 1.0500 1.0000 1.0500 0.9700 1.0200 1.9800

6 1.9800 0.9800 0.9900 0.9600 0.9900 0.9700 0.9800 1.9400

ave 2.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0016 1.0000 2.0000

var 0.0565 0.0374 0.0282 0.0374 0.0282 0.0354 0.0374

CI 0.0593 0.0392 0.0296 0.0392 0.0296 0.0372 0.0392 0.0593
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APPENDIX 9: CASE I PM WAIT TIME RESULTS

CASE 1 PM MODEL 1990 RESULTS

AVERAGE WAITING TIME AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS ALONG CHEMEKETA STREET

LOCALE

RUN 22 3 14 15 16 17 26 27

1 7.4899 3.7235 5.8522 4.9476 5.1714 9.0506 5.0831 4.9867

2 7.2674 3.6866 6.0987 4.9971 5.1248 9.4090 4.8410 4.7374

3 7.1932 3.6129 6.1603 4.7991 4.8292 8.7817 5.0346 4.9361

4 7.7865 3.5760 6.2835 5.1950 4.7799 8.6921 4.7442 5.2859

5 7.4157 3.6497 6.5299 4.8981 4.7306 8.8713 4.6958 5.0865

6 7.3415 3.8709 6.0370 4.8486 4.9277 8.9610 4.6474 4.8870

ave 7.4157 3.6866 6.1603 4.9476 4.9277 8.9610 4.8410 4.9867

var 0.2097 0.1042 0.2302 0.1441 0.1843 0.2534 0.1811 0.1865

CI 0.2201 0.1094 0.2416 0.1513 0.1935 0.2660 0.1901 0.1958

MAXIMUM WAITING TIME AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS ALONG CHEMEKETA STREET

LOCALE

RUN
#

22 3 14 15 16 17 26 27

1 28.933 17.205 18.469
-

10.253
r---

8.1714 32.634 7.5658 14.022

2 28.658 17.377 19.247 10.156 8.0900 34.352 7.3411 13.888

3 27.006 16.860 20.608 9.3747 7.9287 34.008 7.2662 13.087

4 26.729 16.688 19.830 9.7653 7.8078 35.039 7.8655 12.953

5 26.453 18.065 19.441 9.5700 8.4951 36.413 7.8655 12.820

6 27.556 17.033 19.053 9.4724 8.0096 34.665 7.4909 13.354

ave 27.556 17.205 19.441 9.7653 8.0905 34.352 7.4160 13.354

Jvar 1.0310 0.4866 0.7274 0.3653 0.2288 1.2853 0.2118 0.4996

CI 1.0822 0.5107 0.7635 0.3835 0.2401 1.3490 0.2223 0.5244
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APPENDIX 9: 1990 CASE I PM # OF CARS RESULTS

CASE 1 FM MODEL 1990 RESULTS

AVERAGE # OF CARS WAITING AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS ALONG CHEMEKETA STREET

LOCALE

RUN
#

22 3 14 15 16 17 26 27

1 0.5700 0.1274 0.1176 0.0100 0.0098 0.5151 0.0098 0.3000

2 1 0.5940 0.1300 0.1116 0.0098 0.0097 0.4998 0.0093 0.0303

3 0.6000 0.1209 0.1320 0.0093 0.0110 0.5100 0.0100 0.0294

4 0.6360 0.1430 0.1080 0.0103 0.0090 0.4947 0.0103 0.0291

5 0.6120 0.1170 0.2280 0.0105 0.0100 0.5355 0.0101 0.0315

6 0.1580 0.2470 0.1200 0.0101 0.0190 0.5049 0.0105 0.0297

ave 0.6000 0.1475 0.1369 0.0100 10.0111 0.5100 0.0100 0.0750

var 0.0224 0.0495 0.0452 0.0004 0.0038 0.0144 0.0004 0.1102

CI 0.0235 0.0519 0.0475 0.0004 0.0004 0.0151 0.0004 0.1156

MAXIMUM # OF CARS WAITING AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS ALONG CEEMEKETA STREET

LOCALE

RUN
#

22 3 14 15 16 17 26 27

1 5.7000 4.0400 2.9400 1.9600 0.9800 7.8400 1.0000 2.2000

2 5.9400 4.0000 2.7900 1.8600 0.9300 7.4400 1.0100 2.1000

3 6.3600 3.9200 3.0900 2.0000 1.0300 8.8000 0.9800 2.0000

4 6.0000 3.8800 3.1500 2.0600 1.0500 8.0000 0.9700 1.9600

5 6.1200 4.2000 3.0000 2.1000 1.0100 7.2000 1.0500 1.9400

6 5.8800 3.9600 3.0300 2.0200 1.0000 0.9900

ave 6.0000 4.0000 3.0000 2.0000 1.0000 1.0000

i var 0.2244 0.1131 0.1258 0.0839 0.0419 3.0481 0.0282 0.0565

[ CI 0.2356 0.1187 0.1321 0.0880 0.0440 3.1995 0.0296 0.0593
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APPENDIX 9: 1990 CASE II AM WAIT TIME RESULTS

CASE 2 AM MODEL 1990 RESULTS

AVERAGE WAITING TIME AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS ALONG CHEMEKETA STREET

LOCALE

RUN 22 3 14 15 16 17 26 27

1 4.1214 2.7304 4.6955 4.8585 5.0015 4.5403 4.5755 4.7701

2 4.1627 2.8701 4.6508 4.7142 4.9538 4.7315 4.4396 4.9709

3 4.0390 2.8453 4.3825 4.6661 4.7633 5.0661 4.3943 5.3224

4 3.9978 3.0465 4.3377 4.8104 4.6680 4.8749 4.7567 5.0211

5 4.3275 2.9315 4.2930 5.0509 4.6204 4.7793 4.5305 5.1215

6 4.0802 2.8166 4.4719 4.7623 4.5728 4.6837 4.4849 4.9207

ave 4.1214 2.8741 4.4719 4.8104 4.7633 4.7 "193 4.5305 5.0211

var 1.2698 0.1075 0.1673 0.1390 0.1782 0.1788 0.1281 0.1878

CI 1.3328 0.1128 0.1756 0.1459 0.1870 0.1876 0.1344 0.1971

MAXIMUM WAITING TIME AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS ALONG CHEMEKETA STREET

LOCALE

RUN 22 3 14 15 16 17 26 27

1 11.219 9.3869 6.2195 6.3554 6.1903 7.0575 5.8243 11.194

2 11.691 9.2975 5.9233 6.4190 6.4509 7.4289 6.0695 10.861

3 12.518 8.9399 6.1602 6.2283 6.9070 7.3546 6.4987 10.751

4 11.810 8.7611 5.8048 6.1648 6.6464 7.8747 6.2534 11.637

5 , 12.046 8.6717 5.7456 6.6732 6.3857 7.5775 6.0082 11.083

6 11.573 8.5823 5.6864 6.2919 6.5161 7.2803 6.1308

ave 11.810 8.9399 5.9233 6.3554 6.5161 7.4289
X1100.972

6.1308 11.083

var 0.4418 0.3352 0.2216 0.1797 0.2438 0.2779 0.2293 0.3134

CI 0.4638 0.3518 0.2326 0.1886 0.2559 0.2917 0.2407 0.3290
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APPENDIX 9: 1990 CASE II AM # OF CARS RESULTS

CASE 2 AM MODEL 1990 RESULTS

AVERAGE # OF CARS WAITING AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS ALONG CHEMEKETA STREET

LOCALE

RUN 22 3 14 15 16 17 26 27

1 0.0210 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0100

2 0.0208 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0105

3 0.0200 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0104

4 0.0196 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0098

5 0.0194 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0097

6 0.0192 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0096

ave 0.0200 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0100

var 0.0007 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0003

CI 0.0007 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0,0003

MAXIMUM # OF CARS WAITING AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS ALONG CHEMEKETA STREET

LOCALE

RUN
#

22 3 14 1.5 16 17 26 27

1 2.0200 1.0000 1.0100 0.9500 0.9500 1.0500 1.0100 1.0500

2 1.9600 1.0500 0.9800 0.9900 1.0203 1.0400 1.0000 1.0400

3 1.9400 1.0400 1.0000 1.0600 0.9901 0.9600 0.9800 0.9800

4 2.1000 0.9800 0.9700 1.0200 1.0600 1.0000 0.9700 0.9700

5 2.0000 0.9700 1.0500 1.0004 1.0000 0.9800 1.0500 0.9600

6 1.9800 0.9600 0.9900 0.9801 0.9806 0.9700 0.9900 1.0000

ave 2.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

var 0.0565 0.0374 0.0282 0.0374 0.0376 0.0374 0.0282 0.0374

CI 0.0593 0.0392

mmimm....

0.0296 0.0392 0.0393 0.0392 0.0296 0.0392
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APPENDIX 9: 1990 CASE I1 PM WAIT TIME RESULTS

CASE 2 PM MODEL 1990 RESULTS

AVERAGE WAITING TIME AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS ALONG CHEMEKETA STREET

LOCALE

RUN
#

22 3 14 15 16 17 26 27

1 8.4909 2.9411 6.4361 4.6832 4.7365 9.6910 4.9662 4.7819

2 5.7221 2.7941 6.1303 4.5441 4.5958 9.5987 4.7297 4.9832

3 6.1267 2.9117 6.3756 4.6368 4.5489 9.0449 4.9189 5.3356

4 5.8955 3.1176
-.

6.0077 4.4977 4.6896 8.9526 4.6351 5.1342

5 5.6643 2.9999 5.9464 4.8686 4.9244 9.2295 4.5878 5.0335

6 5.7799 2.8823 5.8851 4.5904 4.6427 8.8630 4.5405 4.9329

ave 5.7799 2.9411 6.1303 4.6368 4.6896 9.2295 4.7297 5.0335

var 0.2162 0.1100 0.2293 0.1311 0.1326 0.3453 0.1769 0.1883

CI 0.2269 0.1155 0.2407 0.1376 0.1392 0.3624 0.1857 0.1976

MAXIMUM WAITING TIME AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS ALONG CHEMEKETA STREET

[
LOCALE

RUN
#

22 3 14 15 16 17 26 27

1 22.490 9.0193 17.298 5.6691 7.3557 44.452 6.0263 15.340

2 21.822 8.9334 16.784 5.9675 7.6654 44.012 6.3276 15.194

3 21.599 8.4180 17.127 5.9078 8.2075 43.131 6.2474 14.318

22.267 8.5898 16.613 6.3255 7.8977 42.691 5.9058 14.610

5 23.380 8.3321 17.983 6.0868 7.5880 46.212 5.8455 14.172

6 22.044 8.2462 16.956 5.8481 7.7429 43.572 5.7853 14.025

ave 22.267 8.5898 17.127 5.9675 7.7429 44.012 6.0263 14.610

var 0.6298 0.3214 0.4844 0.2332 0.2897 1.2448 0.2254 0.5466

CI 0.6610 0.3373 0.5084 0.2343 0.3040 1.3066 0.2366 0.5737
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APPENDIX 9: 1990 CASE II PM # OF CARS RESULTS

CASE 2 PM MODEL 1990 RESULTS

AVERAGE # OF CARS WAITING AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS ALONG CHEMERETA STREET

LOCALE

RUN 22 3 14 15 16 17 26 27

1 0.3232 0.0210 0.1140 0.0000 0.0000 0.5454 0.0000 0.0210

2 0.3136 0.0200 0.1188 0.0000 0.0000 0.5292 0.0000 0.0208

3 0.3104 0.0208 0.1272 0.0000 0.0000 0.5400 0.0000 0.0196

4 0.3200 0.0196 0.1224 0.0000 0.0000 0.5238 0.0000 0.0194

5 0.3360 0.0194 0.1200 0.0000 0.0000 0.5670 0.0000 0.0192

6 0.3168 0.0192 0.1176 0.0000 0.0000 0.5346 0.0000 0.0200

ave 0.3200 0.0200 0.1200 0.0000 0.0000 0.5400 0.0000 0.0200

var 0.0090 0.0007 0.0044 0.0000 0.0000 0.0152 0.0000 0.0007

CI
1.-=___.

0.0094 0.0007 0.0004 0.0000 0.0000

,

0.0160 0.0000 0.0007

MAXIMUM # OF CARS WAITING AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS ALONG CHEMERETA STREET

LOCALE

RUN
#

22 3 14 15 16 17 26 27

1 5.7000 2.0000 3.1500

m====w

1.0100 1.0500 7.0700 0.9500 2.0200

2 5.9400 2.1000 3.1200 1.0000 1.0400 6.8600 0.9900 1.9600

3 6.0000 2.0800 3.0000 0.9800 0.9800 6.7900 1.0600 1.9400

4 6.3600 1.9600 2.9400 0.9700 1.0000 7.3500 1.0200 2.0000

5 6.1200 1.9400 2.9100 1.0500 0.9700 6.9300 1.0000 2.1080

6 5.8800 1.9200 2.8800 0.9900 0.9600 7.0000 0.9800 1.9800

ave 6.0000 2.0000 3.0000 1.0000 1.0000 7.0000 1.0000 2.0000

var 0.2244 0.0748 0.1122 0.0282 0.0374 0.1979 0.0374 0.0565

CI 0.2356 0.0785 0.1178 0.0296 0.0392 0.2078 0.0392 0.0593



APPENDIX 10: SAMPLE SIMAN OUTPUT REPORT

Prcuject:
Analyst:
Date :

SIMAN Summary Report
BASE MODEL 1990
Fun Number 1 1

CAPITOL MALL PARKING STRUCTURE
STEVE WHITE
9/24/1990

Pun ended at time

Number Identifier

.5400E+04
Tally Variables

Average Standard Minimum Maximum

154

Number
Deviation Value Value of Obs.

=HEM @ WI, TER E 2.92210 2.42844 .747(7 13.18481

WINTER N CHEM S 9...108-4 8.71520 .74121 31.24805
3 CHEM 9 WINTER W 2.97743 2.02513 .73999 7.85681 172

4 WINTER C CHEM N 2.59013 2.55037 .74487 11.74467 208

5 CENTER @ WINTER 7.43024 8.o8o1e .74048 26.95654 L401

6 WINTER @ CENTER .00000 ,w0000 .00000 .00000 0

7 WINTER @ CENTER 9.02206 9.88729 .74805 30.41284 185

9 MARION H WINTER 2.99949 5.42675 .74072 26.11277 1139

9 WINTER 91 MARION 8.91429 9.2807- .74243 29.99022 387

10 SUMMER @ MARION 3.08933 8.91618 .74072 27.79858 799

11 MARION @ SUMMER 1.97648 4.32777 .74072 25.33691 34

12 CENTER 9 SUMMER 1.13824 1.34221 .74011 20.70813 1761

13 SUMMER GI CENTER 7.23629 11.74238 .74072 .-,5.87878 427

14 GRAGE EXIT S .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000

15 CHEM :LT? GRAGE W 4.30223 1.02704 3.31738 8.11045 174

IE CTHEM @ 8R(.,U6 E 4. 96882 . :-)9288 2.2.242- 7. l'E.7,1))1

17 GRAGE EXIT N .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000

18 MARION Ca. CAPITAL 9.81013 9.95162 .74365 31.33031' 1026

19 CAPITAL C MARION 5.81404 8.02428 .74097 25.85498 1074

20 CENTER @ CAPITAL 4.92282 7.08571 .74072 25.63110 2240

21 CAPITAL @ CENTER 8.31464 3.15269 .75293 31.29785 27-7

CHEM 9 CAPITAL E 4.19071 1.71231 .77148 9.7..,8
22 CAPITAL @ CIiEM S 9.62225 6.40411 .98315 29.29150 3 0:2

24 CHEM @ CAPITAL W 4. 17258 2.287'98 . "4609 13.72145 246

25 CAPITAL H CHEM N 5.06420 1.65476 2.90771 12.74731 201

26 GRAGE INGRESS E 4. 52854 1 .06207 2.90552 8.02686 174

27 GRAGE INGRESS W 5.47938 2.19745 2.910E4 16.51123 205

Number Identifier
Discrete

Average
Ehnde Variables
Standard Minimum
Deviation Value

Maximum
Value

Time
Period

CHEM @ WINTER E .04 .23 .00 ;600, 0(:

2 WINTER H CHEM S .68 1.34 00 7.00 736,w).()()

CHEM @ WINTER W .00 .06 1.00 3600.00
4 WINTER @ CHEM N .03 .20 .00 3.00 3600.00

CENTER @ WINTER 4.30 5.65 .00 3600.00

6 WINTER @ CENTER .( :O .00 . 00 3600.00
7 WINTER @ CENTER .42 .76 .00 4.00 3E00.00
8 MARION H WINTER .66 1.11 .00 e.on 3600.00
9 WINTER H MARION .B4 1.38 .00 7.00 3600.0c,

10 SUMMER H MARION 1.5B 41) .00 14.

11 MARION @ SUMMER .23 .56 .00 4.00

12 CENTER @ SUMMER .07 .30 26(i0.'-)0

13 SUMMER @ CENTER .84 1.26 .UU 5.(:)0 2600.00
14 GRAGE EXIT S _1() 2600.0

W

1E, HEM H . 1.

17 GRAGE EXIT N .flf .00 2600.01,



APPENDIX 10: SAMPLE SIMAN OUTPUT REPORT (CONTINUED)

10 MARION @ CAPTAL 2.52
19 CAPITAL @ MARION 1.45 2.20
20 CENTER @ CAPITAL. 2.42 3.59
21 CAPITAL @ CENTER .57
22 CHEM @ CAPITAL E .01 .10
22 CAPITAL @ CHEM S .44 1.00
24 CHEM CAPITAL l;J .04 .24

CAPITAL (7" CHEMN .17
INGRESS

27 TNGEPP) .05

CDunters
Numbe identifier C)Dunt Limit

1 EXIT CHEM W 218 Infinite
EXIT CHEM S 197 Infinite

2 EXIT CAF 8 308 Infinite
EXIT CAP N 1265 Infinite

5 EXIT CENTER E 1133 Infinite
E EXIT SUM S 485 Infinite
7 EXIT WIN N 166 Infinite
H EXIT WIN S 468 Infinite
9 EXIT MAR W 1356 Infinite

10 EAST RAMP 0 Infinite
11 WEST RAMP 0 Infinite

1.5.00
10.pc)

17.00

1.0()

7.

1.

155


